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You want it when? Okay!
10-Day Delivery

Adjustable Armrest Watchmakers’ Benches 

BN102/MAPLE
Maple Double 

Bank Workbench—
Breadboards on 
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Solid Wood Benches with Adjustable Armrests
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A pre-drilled hole allows 
for instant installation of a 
Waldmann or Dazor Lamp 
AND another for the VOH 
Vacuum/Pressure arm

Two tool tray 
drawers are 

above the cloth- 
lined catch tray

Armrests can be  
adjusted from level to 

25° slanted, and  
6° out from bench 
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Oak Single Bank 

Workbench—
Breadboard on 

right side
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MANUEL YAZIJIAN, CMW21

a message from the interim executive directora message from the president
A s you are reading this 

message, spring has 
already arrived and I 

hope you are enjoying the 
milder weather. This is a great 
chance to further engage in 
outdoor activities. 

One of the main character-
istics of a person involved in 
the field of horology is the 

posture many of us have to maintain, and that is of 
being seated and hunched over a desk/workbench. 
While there are several schools of thought of which 
may be the best position, which workbench height 
is the best or which chair is the most ideal, one thing 
is for sure, the human body is being asked to be in a 
certain position for a prolonged number of hours, e.g. 
eight hours a day.  It appears, however, that the hu-
man body was designed to be physically active, judg-
ing from the number of joints we have. 

While many of us pride ourselves on attaining that 
best balance wheel amplitude, best delta rate, best 
finish on a wheel pivot or a case and bracelet, yet how 
many of us think about the physical condition in which 
we are in?  Since it is a generally accepted principle 
that, in order to produce good quality work, certain 
workshop conditions must be met, such as properly 
functioning tools and equipment, good lighting, clean 
environment, etc.  How about the most important ele-
ment in the equation? You! 

Just like you properly maintain the rest of the tools 
and equipment for best performance, the human body 
requires regular maintenance and adjustment for con-
tinued best performance, so a well-balanced lifestyle 
is crucial. 

There are many types of physical activities that you 
can embrace if you are just starting out. Start slow and 
steadily increase over time (it can be months) without 
overly exerting yourself. Stronger muscles are needed 
for proper function just as you need your sharp eyes 
and steady hands. Depending on your age and current 
physical fitness, you may want to begin with simple 
walking, hiking or swimming, among others. There are 
also the “eastern arts” such yoga, Tai Chi and similar 
forms of gentle exercises which focus on overall health 
of body and mind. These types of activities will not 
only help with your physical fitness, but also with your 
mental alertness and focus. You can even incorporate 
some of these gentle exercises every day when you 
take a 15-minute break during work; you don’t have to 
wait to go home or to the gym for a full-blown intense 
workout. Once you feel comfortable with one form of 
exercise then keep moving one level up.  

In addition to being physically active, keep in mind 
that if you maintain a proper and healthy diet, it will 
help keep you fit for the life career you have chosen. 
Be sure to stay hydrated while at work by drinking 
enough water. The right quality and combination of 
fuel will only help enhance your performance in the 
journey of life. 

In the end, exercise and physical activity are a great 
way to feel better, gain health and have fun. Just like 
you take good care of the customer’s watches and 
clocks, so must you take the necessary time to take 
good care of yourselves. 

And as always, keep your skills honed, your standards 
very high, your attitude professional, your tools and 
equipment in great condition and your workshops 
clean and organized; you never know who may come 
by to pay you a visit. 

Manuel Yazijian
myazijian@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/My AWCI

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK ! 
American Watchmakers-
Clockmakers Institute

DISCLAIMER: The information provided here is for infor-
mational and educational purposes and should not be 
used for the purposes of diagnosing or treating a medi-
cal illness, and any use thereof is solely at your own risk. 
It is not intended to be a substitute for professional care. 
If you have or suspect you may have a health problem, 
you should consult your health care provider. AWCI, 
its agents, employees and representatives are released 
from any liability now or in the future for conditions that 
may result from participation in any exercise program. 
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BY KEIth RossER

a message from the interim executive director
Last month I wrote about a time of change for the Institute 
and how we need to embrace and manage change to be 
successful. This month I am sharing with you my belief in ac-
countability for yourself and for others.  I learned this foun-
dational belief from a management course taught during my 
time at Ryder, a $6 billion global, Fortune 500 company. 
The program was called “The OZ Principle®: Getting Results 
through Individual and Organizational Accountability.”

A visual of smoke and mirrors comes to my mind as the 
Wizard of Oz operates his machine behind the drapes cast-
ing a scary, unhelpful persona. The central theme of the 
management program is not smoke and mirrors. It is, do 
you behave above or below the line of accountability? Do 
you help others that operate below the line of account-
ability to recognize their behavior? Do you work with them 
to see the need for change and help them move towards 
operating above the line of accountability?

Companies that operate above the line do not accept the 
destructive forces of victimization. They have a good sense 
of reality and perception, they own the problems, and work 
towards solutions with focused actions. They do not make 
excuses, blame others, add confusion and mud to clear wa-
ter, or exhibit a helpless behavior.

They do not ignore or deny a problem. They do not say, 
“It’s not my job,” and leave you hanging, but instead, find a 
way to help you. They do not shift the blame to others. In-
stead they do their job, do their best, and think like a team. 
They do not wait for someone else to pick up the ball and 
see what happens.

Some of the steps that were taught are:
Step One:    SEE IT (the problem)
Step Two:    OWN IT (take responsibility)
Step Three: SOLVE IT (evaluate possible actions; find ef-

fective solutions with the input and    
                    assistance of others)
Step Four:   DO IT (do not just design great plays on the 

dry erase board in the conference room, 
                    but execute them on the playing field where it 

really counts)

A commonly used expression that is in vogue today and 
seems to be ubiquitous is “throwing someone under the 
bus,” which is definitely operating below the line.  Please 
help me guide the Institute for our future successes by oper-
ating above the line of the accountability together, and mov-
ing the bus off of our road to success. As an organization for 
talented crafts people, AWCI must strive to SEE IT, OWN IT, 
SOLVE IT, and DO IT in order to survive and flourish.

We are an Institute of higher learning that is here to serve 
its constituents and promote the unique art and science of 
the watch and clock industries, with over 50 years of suc-
cesses and counting. Our membership is now over 1,700 
people. Those are a lot of voices that can be expressed. 
We need to listen to our membership, find out what they 

want and need to be successful, and decide how we can 
help. We also need to listen to those who were members, 
but are not now and find out where we came up short of 
their expectations. Conducting a survey to find out more is 
planned for later this year, but we need to focus for now, in 
the short term, on other matters.

We have here in Harrison, Ohio one of the best training 
facilities in the U.S. Everyone who takes a class here is ab-
solutely amazed at the state-of the-art room and equip-
ment. Course participants are not struggling to see over 
the shoulders of the instructor. They sit in their comfort-
able seats and very clearly see the tiny, intricate details dis-
played on the multiple video display units as the instructor 
demonstrates the required finesse and art associated with 
the unique craft of watch repair.

I strongly encourage you to take advantage of this truly re-
markable offering that we have for you.  Please do not only 
accept my word, but talk with others who have benefited 
in the last few months. I take the pleasure of listing below 
the names of participants from this year. Also we have just 
a few open spots for the next course scheduled for early 
May. The instructor is Kari Halme, a very well known in-
structor in our Industry.

I also encourage you to share your thoughts and ideas with 
me. I do not guarantee that they will be implemented, but 
I will listen to you and do my best to represent your inter-
ests. Thank you for allowing me to be your Interim Execu-
tive Director.

Class Participants 1st Quarter 2013
Carissa Armstrong Kokomo, IN
Garo Avakian  Woburn, MA
Omar Bohorquez Bloomington, MN
Brian Batdorf  New Albany, IN
Richard Basso  Staten Island, NY
Jean Boujekian  South Pasadena, CA
Juan Camacho  El Paso, TX 
Margaret Castille Lafayette, LA
Benjamin Corjay Andover, MA
Mike Del Pino  El Paso, TX 
Gabriel Ehimen  Crest Hill, IL
Timothy Ellenburg Mary Esther, FL 
Thomas Glasnovich Milwaukee, WI
Michael Griner  Panama City, FL
Curtis Jackson  Brentwood, TN
Steven Khanh Ho Roswell, GA 
Joseph Luke  Brentwood, TN 
Ray Murray  Greenwood, IN 
Curtis Norton  Decatur, AL
Donovan Paradise Indianapolis, IN 
Ryan Prestridge Jasper, AL
Nathaniel Ridley North Richland Hills, TX
Phillip Rogers  Cottondale, AL
Daniel Savoie  Metairie, LA 
Dane Schubert  New Albany OH
Antonio Sodano  North Palm Beach, FL
Juan Velazquez McAllen, TX   
Stephen Zappala Houston, TX
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meet the candidates
Welcome to Meet 

the Candidates, 2013. 
This annual feature gives 

each candidate for the AWCI 
Board of Directors the opportunity to in-

troduce themselves to the membership prior to 
the annual mailing of the election brochure and ballot. 

This year there are eight (8) candidates vying for a seat on 
the Board of Directors. Candidates are listed in alphabetical 
order. Three (3) directors will be elected, each for a three-
year term. The three who receive the most votes will join 
the current AWCI board members during the annual AWCI 
Board of Directors meeting in September.

During April, ballots and a background sketch of each can-
didate will be mailed to all AWCI members eligible to vote. 

The election mailing will also contain each candidate’s re-
sponse to a question posed by the Nominating Committee. 

A ballot return envelope will also be included in the mail-
ing. The return envelope will be addressed to the Certified 
Public Accountant responsible for counting the votes and 
certifying the outcome of the election. All ballots returned 
must be in the ballot return envelope and postmarked be-
fore the deadline date published in the voting instructions. 
Only marked ballots should be sent to the Certified Public 
Accountant. Please do not include any notes, requests or 
other information in the envelope.

The election results will be e-mailed to members and also 
announced in the July issue of Horological Times.

Joseph L. Cerullo, CMC, CMW

I have served on the Board and held offices of first Vice President and President for 
2 years. This was during the time when AWCI was still AWI. At that time we were 
involved in the sale of the Packard Collection which was used to finance the design 
and construction of our new Headquarters. I am very grateful and blessed to have 
served as President during this period. I am most proud of the design and contribu-
tion to the Henry B. Fried Tower Clock. AWCI is now in another historic chapter in 
its existence and has some major work to do to continue its involvement with the 

watch industry and to remain relevant as an organization to its 
membership, which includes practicing watch and clockmakers 
and hobbyists. I’m tired of having fellow tradesmen asking me, 
“Why should I join AWCI, what’s in it for me??” Lately we have 
had some turnover in our office staff and this is an important time 
to have some old-timer experience on the Board again.

Terry L. Curkan, CW21

It is an honor to be considered for a position on the A.W.C.I. board. I have worked as a 
professional Watchmaker for the majority of my adult life.  While being a watchmaker 
at times has been a trying career, it has been the choice that was best for me. After all 
these years there are still new techniques to learn , old methods to rediscover and sat-
isfaction found in a watch well repaired. I can truly say I enjoy what I do!  

Currently, I own and operate an independent service center which provides watch re-
pair service to retail customers, the trade, and industry partners. Through operation of 
my business, I see firsthand the issues a small business faces each day. I believe my daily 
experiences and insights as a watchmaker/business owner may be of service to A.W.C.I.

I hope you will consider me as a member of the Board of Directors when casting your 
ballot.  
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Wesley grau, CMW21

I started working in a couple jewelry stores and apprenticed with a couple of watch-
makers in 1979.  After graduating High School I attended Gem City College’s horolo-
gy program in 1981.  After completing the program I took over a small full service re-
tail jewelry store.  I closed this business to take a position with a luxury watch retailer 
in 2003, where I continued my education and training culminating in resident training 
with Patek Philippe in Geneve Switzerland.  I now work as an independent watch 
service provider for various venues.  I have been a member of AWCI 
for 32 years, and participated in educational and certifica-
tion offerings during that time.  I have been involved 
as an officer of The Chronometer Club, one of the 
largest affiliate chapters of AWCI.  I have spent the 
last two years on the AWCI board of directors as 
Affiliate Chapter Chairman and Vice Presi-
dent.  My goal as a board member is to 
follow through with the strategic 
action plan started earlier this 
year.  Part of this would 
be to oversee finan-

cial responsibility and accountability, explore ad-
ditional educational offerings that empower 
modern bench practitioners, and search 
for pathways to spare parts for qualified 
technicians.

David M. Douglas, CW21

Wow, what an amazing three years this has been.  When the membership elected 
me to the board in 2010, I commented in this column that we face many challenges, 
disturbing effects of the economy, and generational shifts among watchmakers.  
Little did I know the changes that were in our future.   Although I don’t have the 
exact numbers, a generational shift has certainly occurred within the AWCI Board 
of Directors and among practicing watchmakers and clockmakers.  I have been very 
fortunate to be part of a very cohesive and success oriented Board of Directors dur-
ing this exciting time of change.  

I ask for your vote once again, so I can continue driving AWCI forward.   Now is the 
time for continued forward progress.  We must push forward every day.  We must 
demand fiscal accountability with our precious funds.  We must demand that AWCI 
management drives the origination forward with fiscal and operational excellence.  
It is too easy for an not for profit organization with a perpetuation fund to sit on it’s 
hind end and stagnate.  It takes strong leaders to push us forward.

As a board member, I will continue to use my combined broad experience as an 
engineering manager in high technology, independent watchmaker, watchmaking advisory board member, educator, 
and AWCI Secretary to drive us forward.  

As we move into 2013, I have a proven track record of leadership on the board.  I ask for your vote now, so that I can 
continue this effort.
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Michael R. Michaels, CW21

Anyone that knows me will say that I always had a passion 
for watches, when I found myself lucky enough to find mentors that allowed me to 
train with them, I eagerly learned as much as I could along the way. Like watches 
themselves, I’ve always had a passion for knowledge and accepted nearly every chal-
lenge thrown at me over the years, but none have been more rewarding than finding 
myself “at the bench”. Since following my passion and earning the CW21 certification, 
I’ve had the opportunity to train with some of the top luxury brands in the industry 
and to receive factory training and certification(s) both in the United States and Swit-
zerland. Always striving to represent AWCI and the American Watchmaking profes-
sion to the highest standards possible.

My background as a watchmaker didn’t start out as many of us in the field did and 
I still hold my FAA Airman Certificate as a mechanic which I thought was a strange 
transition until I was fortunate enough to train in Geneva and Fleurier Switzerland 
where they ‘’understood’’ the connection. I proudly represented AWCI as a strong 
advocate for both Certification and Training in America and becoming the first CW21 
or American Watchmaker to successfully complete the Fleurier Quality Certification 
in 2012, I was honored to show my training and certification staff that CW21’s can hold their own anywhere in the world. 

I never expected to have the opportunities afforded me to where I went from Ohio to the Caribbean and the Virgin Islands 
or Switzerland where I continue working and training with some of the top brands in the world. I love OUR chosen profes-
sion, the challenges we face daily and the satisfaction we have when we close the lamp at the end of the day.

John W. Safranek 

It is with pleasure that I respond to encouragement from current and former AWCI 
Board Members to run again for election. I have been a full time, professional watch-
maker for 8 years, operating my own incorporated business out of a small, home-
based shop.  My first experiences with AWCI were as a new member in 2006, and 
then as a student of every watchmaking course offered by the AWCI Academy of 
Watchmaking.  I have also completed several courses at ETA in Switzerland, and 
visited the Basel Fair with Jack Kurdzionak and Tamara Houk.  When I first met the 
late Ewell Hartman at AWCI in 2008, he enthusiastically encouraged me to become 
more personally involved, and with his blessing 
I became the editor of the Chronometer Club 
Newsletter, writing many small articles and also 
several more for the Horological Times.  Ewell 
encouraged me to run for the board the first 
time, and with many of your votes, I was elected.  
I feel like I let the membership and Ewell down 
when I decided to resign.  It was a mistake that I 
deeply regret and am truly sorry for.  But I want 

to make good on a promise I made to Ewell.  If you decide to vote for me know this. I 
will stay the course.  I will work side by side with Manuel Yazijian and the other board 
members to help reshape and rebuild AWCI into a stronger and more vibrant organi-
zation, and over the course of my first twelve months as a director, I will personally call 
every AWCI member to actively LISTEN to your ideas and concerns.  Your voice is our 
future and will be my sole purpose for serving.  Thank you for your time.    

6 Horological Times April 2013
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Drew Zimmerman, CW21

I was born into a family highly involved in the Horological world. I am a 3rd genera-
tion watchmaker. I would enjoy being on the AWCI Board of Directors to give back 
to a field that has given so much to me. I grew up spending a majority of my time 
in my family’s store gazing over my father’s and  grandfather’s  shoulders as they 
worked diligently on a large variety of timepieces. As I grew older, I also showed 
great interest in the family business. I enrolled in a two day pocket watch course 
(Weekend Workshop) at the NAWCC School of Horology. I enjoyed it so much, I 
enrolled in their one year watchmaking school. Upon graduating, I applied, and was 
accepted to the Lititz Watch Technicum (LWT).  After graduating in 2010, I went to 
work at my father’s jewelry store in York, Pennsylvania. I worked as a self contrac-
tor for many jewelry stores across America. I specialized in high grade swiss watch-
es and also vintage complications. As the “Proceed Box” filled beyond my con-
trol, I decided to hire another watchmaker from LWT. Even with the watchmaker, 
the watches were still overwhelming as our reputation grew. 
Emily Donia, a fellow classmate, decided to join us making it 
four certified watchmakers. This past December, I returned to 
LWT and proposed to Emily in the lobby where we met. Em-

ily and I created our own business called Zimmerman Watch Repair (ZWR). We both are full time 
watchmakers, we also teach the class that inspired me at the NAWCC School. I know the demand 
that is required to uphold our freedoms as independent watchmakers. I believe that if we continue 
to exceed the demands of watch companies and continue to uphold the “Brands’” name, 
there will be a bright future for all of us.

2013
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A Systematic Investi-
gation of the Effects of 
Endshake Adjustments 
on Timekeeping

The adjustment of endshakes in a wristwatch is 
extremely important, but perhaps not in the 
same ways in which you might imagine.  End-

shake is the amount of free movement that an arbor 
can travel along its axis between the bearing sur-
faces.  Generally, as watchmakers we test endshake 
by taking the wheel with our tweezers and trying to 
move it up and down.  We use a combination of feel 
and sight, combined with our experience, to assess 
the amount of movement.  Obviously, every wheel in 
the watch needs to have freedom of movement.  The 
complete absence of endshake will cause a resistance 
in the gear train and a reduction in amplitude or even 
cause the watch to come to a stop.  Too much end-
shake may allow the pivot to come out of the jewel or 
allow the rim of the wheel to rub against an adjacent 
wheel or bridge.  It is also possible for the wheels to 
no longer mesh with their pinion in one position or 
another.  This article will attempt to show that, be-
yond the obvious problems (mentioned above) that 
come from the lack of freedom and/or correct divi-
sions in the gear train and escapement, endshake has 
a negligible effect on timekeeping.

My hypothesis was: as endshakes increased the varia-
tion in rates between positions (delta) would increase 
and amplitude would decrease due to a decrease in 
efficiency of power transfer.

To carry out this experiment I cleaned and adjusted 
a modern mechanical wristwatch movement and ad-
justed the endshakes from the barrel arbor through 
the escape wheel to the minimum amounts recom-
mended by the manufacturer.  Systematically I ad-
justed the jewels in the barrel bridge and train wheel 
bridge one at a time using a Horia tool.  Only the jew-
els in the bridges were moved to avoid disturbing any 
more of the watch than necessary.  The balance was 
left in place to remove all possibility of disturbing the 
hairspring.  After each jewel was adjusted the actual 
endshake was confirmed with the vertical microme-
ter, recorded, and the rates were tested and recorded. 
Endshakes were adjusted from the minimum allowed 

by the manufacturer to the maximum allowed by the 
manufacturer then adjusted to be much greater than 
the maximum amount allowed by the manufacturer.  
They were adjusted as far as was able without allow-
ing any wheels to rub on each other or the plates or 
bridges.  They were then all reduced to values ap-
proximately half of the minimum recommended by 
the manufacturer.  

The endshake of the balance was not adjusted in this 
experiment. It is well known that too much endshake 
in the balance allows for deformation of the hairspring 
as the balance changes from one position to the next 
which will change timing results. 

To Effect the Changes in Endshake:
• The mainspring power was let down. 

• The barrel bridge was removed, the oil circle on the 
jewel was examined to make sure it was not dis-
turbed or contaminated.

• The barrel was removed and set aside.

• The train bridge was removed, the oil circles were 
examined for cleanliness.

• The endshake was adjusted using the horia tool.  The 
size of pusher was carefully chosen so as to effectu-
ate the minimum disturbance of the oil in the jewel.

• The oil circles were again observed for cleanliness 
before replacing the bridge.

• The bridge was secured with screws.

• With the barrel out of the watch, divisions were 
checked and enshakes checked to make sure there 
was no contact.

• The endshake was tested using traditional methods 
and confirmed with the vertical micrometer and re-
corded.

• The barrel and bridge were examined for cleanliness 
and re-installed on the movement.

• The watch was fully wound and allowed to run for a 
short time before the rates and amplitude were re-
corded in 6 positions.

Each time I adjusted an endshake, the actual endshake 
was measured after securing the bridge using a vertical 
micrometer with a specially manufactured tip resting 
on top of the pivot.  The measurement on the microm-
eter was recorded, and as the freedom was tested, the 
change in position of the needle on the dial gauge was 
recorded – indicating the total endshake.
 
As indicated in the results table the watch began with 
a delta of 3 seconds across 6 positions with an average 

Solving the Timing Puzzle 



rate of +1.83 seconds/day and an amplitude of 265 
degrees in the horizontal positions.  At no point dur-
ing the experiment did amplitude change by more 
than 10 degrees from this value.  Throughout the first 
round of adjustments (from the low end of tolerances 
to the high end of tolerances) the average rate re-
mained pretty much constant until the change was 
made in the escape wheel at which point the average 
rates dropped by approximately 1 second while main-
taining a delta of 3 seconds over 6 positions.

During the second round of adjustments (from the 
high end of tolerances to much larger than the per-
mitted endshake) the rates increased slightly while 
maintaining a delta of 3 seconds over 6 positions and 

losing 5 degrees in amplitude. The final set of adjust-
ments (adjusting to smaller endshakes than the per-
mitted tolerances) resulted in the delta decreasing to 
2 seconds over 6 positions, the rates settling in at 
the average for the experiment (less than ½ second 
per day different from the starting point) and the am-
plitude being just 5 degrees higher than the starting 
reading.

In conclusion, testing endshakes is important to ver-
ify that the wheels and pinions have proper divisions 
and passage. As long as the endshakes are reason-
able, they have no drastic effects on the positional 
delta, balance amplitude, or timing of the watch, con-
trary to my hypothesis.

BY JoRdAN FICKLIN, CW21
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To help you understand the extreme of the adjustments made to the watch it is important to note:

• The endshake of the third wheel was not adjusted greater than the tolerances because that would have required 
removing the entire gear train and adjusting the jewel in the mainplate.  Further movement of the jewel in the 
bridge would have resulted in the wheel rubbing on the bridge in dial up positions.

• The largest escape wheel endshake (0.09mm) resulted in the teeth of the escape wheel landing on the extreme 
bottom of the pallet stone in one horizontal position and on the extreme top of the pallet stone in the opposite 
horizontal position.  I attempted to adjust the endshake to 0.10mm but it resulted in the pivot not engaging the 
hole of the jewel and had to be adjusted smaller to 0.09mm to allow the watch to run.   t

Did you Know?
You can get quick feedback on parts and other information you 

need by joining the AWCI forums?  Sign up at:  
www.awci.com/forums/

Solving the Timing Puzzle 

Av. du Technicum 11 - CH-2400 Le Locle - Tel: +41 32 933 60 00 - info@bergeon.ch - www.bergeon.ch

THE REFLECTION OF YOUR REQUIREMENT 

30228

Results: Rates (s/d) maximum, minimum and average for 
each adjustment (1-11 defined in table)
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servicing Modern Automatic Watches
BY JohN W. sAFRANEK

Servicing Modern  
Automatic Watches
Editor’s Introduction
This is a reprint of a 2007 article produced for the 
Chronometer Club Newsletter by Mr. Safranek. At that 
time, our current President, Manuel Yazijian, was the 
Watchmaking Instructor and Certification Coordinator 
for AWCI.  He also served as President of the Chro-
nometer Club.

When a watchmaker is asked, “Do you al-
ways replace the battery when servicing 
a quartz watch?” most of us will respond, 

“Absolutely.” 

However, when asked, “Do you always replace the 
mainspring when performing complete service on an 
automatic watch?” The answer may intrigue you, just as 
it did the watchmakers in attendance [at the] seminar.

In an instructional style unique to Manuel Yazijian, 
AWCI’s watchmaking instructor and certification co-
ordinator, the answer to this baiting question is, “It 
depends.” 

The primary focus of this one-day seminar, a training 
normally conducted over five days, was on the power 
source for the automatic watch, its barrel and related 
componentry, and the “unspeakable things” that a 
watchmaker may inadvertently do to one of the most 
fundamental and easily underestimated components 
of a watch’s ability to perform precision timekeeping 
– the proper “setup” of the automatic barrel. The im-
portance of this knowledge is even more relevant with 
the existence of modern timing machines which en-
ables one to verify not only the rate of the watch, but 
its overall “health,” i.e., amplitude or motion.

This article will focus only on the highlights of the 
seminar. Inquiring readers seeking a more in-depth 
explanation of modern automatic service are encour-
aged to take the full, five-day course offered regularly 
through AWCI’s Academy of Watchmaking Classes. 

With an attendance at the seminar that included 
twelve bench participants, and more than a dozen 
highly-qualified spectators, the seminar proved to be 
an eclectic mixture of opinions on the various auto-
matic watch service scenarios posed by Mr. Yazijian. 
This variety of responses only served to underscore the 
answer to the primary question of mainspring replace-
ment, “It depends.” Most seasoned watchmakers know 

from experience that for every service problem there 
are usually multiple ways to render a solution, and ef-
ficiency and effectiveness are one’s chief consultants.

It is towards these ends that Mr. Yazijian has devel-
oped a flexible approach, predicated on reality-based 
experience, in choosing the depth and degree of ser-
vice required by the power storage 
device within an automatic watch. 
This three-tiered solution process is 
aptly labeled:

A. The “Ideal”
B. The “Safe”
C. The “Risky”

These courses of action are guided 
by several key factors, taken into 
consideration by the watchmaker at 
and prior to the point of service, and not necessarily in 
any order of importance:
• The factory guidelines for service (some specify 

new barrel complete)
• The age of the watch (modern vs. vintage)
• Wear and tear (mainplate and barrel bridge bush-

ings/jewels, arbor, barrel bushings, mainspring bri-
dle, barrel wall, barrel floor, barrel cap, etc.)

• The availability of parts (genuine, correct type, date 
of production, etc.)

• The ability to acquire and utilize the proper tool(s)

Other factors as guided by the watchmaker’s judg-
ment and experience. As we examine these approach-
es to servicing the barrel in the modern automatic 
watch, the guiding outcome principles must be kept in 
mind – that the automatic barrel and its components 
be “set up” properly with respect to:

1. Inspection for wear and repair/replacement as re-
quired.

2. Correct end and sideshakes, with adjustment as re-
quired.
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3. Proper lubrication (of the spring, barrel wall, and 
arbor pivots)

4. Adequate torque (tested at the factory)
5. Confirmation of adequate power reserve with the 

Bergeon Cyclotest or other suitable equipment, 
utilizing factory tables and guidelines

A. “The Ideal” approach represents, for the watch 
manufacturer, the best quality assur-
ance, as this involves the replacement of 
the barrel complete with a factory-fresh 
unit, one that has already been properly 
internally lubricated and torque tested. 
The watchmaker utilizing this approach 
acquires the part, inspects it for correct 
application, date of production and any 
damage or defect, properly lubricates the 
arbor pivots, installs and verifies func-
tion and power reserve in the assembled 
movement. Because this approach elimi-
nates many of the errors that can be intro-
duced by the watchmaker, i.e., improper 

lubrication, damage to the mainspring during installa-
tion, etc., it is considered “The Ideal.”

It may surprise watchmakers to know that some man-
ufacturers, such as Tissot, have specified replacement 
of the barrel complete as the only option for service 
in some automatic models since the early 1960s. Cur-
rently, at least one manufacturer of modern automat-
ics also recommends the ideal approach.

For the watchmaker; however, this course of action 
may be less than ideal, as he or she may be unable 
to obtain the barrel complete from the manufacturer, 
and/or has not built the cost of the barrel complete 
into the estimate for repairs. This solution is also un-
tenable if the barrel complete, or the barrel proper 
and/or its cap, is unavailable, such as may be the case 
when the watch in question is a vintage automatic. In 
these and other similar situations, if the watchmaker 
is able to obtain a new mainspring, and intends to re-
use the barrel components (rendered suitable through 
inspection, proper cleaning and/or repair), then “The 
Safe” approach is considered.

B. “The Safe” approach 
requires that the watch-
maker fit a brand new, 
factory-fresh mainspring 
from a sealed package, 
preferably with a recent 
production date. This issue 
is vital when fitting “old-
stock” mainsprings on old-
er automatic movements, 
as these mainsprings may 
have settled on a suppli-
er’s shelves for decades, 

and the internal lubricant may have congealed and/
or solidified, rendering it unusable unless properly 
cleaned and relubricated (as in the “risky” approach 
to follow).

Important Sequential Considerations:

1. Properly Prepare the Barrel (thorough inspection, 
proper disassembly, ultrasonic cleaning, further in-
spection, and/or repairs). Always handle a clean bar-
rel with finger cots, so as not to contaminate the sur-
faces or the barrel teeth.

2. Correctly Lubricate the Barrel Wall. Always follow 
the manufacturer’s recommended lubrication require-
ments. Caution should be exercised to avoid the un-
necessary addition of additional lubricant on a pre-
lubricated automatic mainspring that is factory fresh, 
as this can cause the more liquid grease to mix with 
the much thicker and stickier braking grease. For all 
modern ETA automatics, Chronogrease P-125 (brak-
ing grease) may be applied in judicious amounts utiliz-
ing one of three approaches:

a. Braking Notch Technique – An adequate, *non-in-
trusive amount is applied to ½ of the total number of 
braking alternating notches of the barrel wall utiliz-
ing a dedicated oiler, such as a Bergeon, red-handled 
(fine) oiler.

b. Braking Notches Technique (alternate) - A smaller, 
*non-intrusive amount is applied to each of the re-
spective barrel notches on the barrel wall, the thought 
being that “more is less.” By “less” the concern is that 
grease not be carried onto the barrel floor during 
the installation of the new mainspring; hence, there 
is “less” chance of this, as “less” is applied in “more” 
notches.

c. Acting Surfaces Technique – Because it is thought 
that even adequately applied grease to the braking 
notch may not allow for adequate distribution of the 
grease upon the acting surfaces of the barrel wall, a 
third technique has been developed. Small dabs of 
grease are de-
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posited with the red-handled oiler, 
not in the notches, but on the acting surfaces of the barrel 
wall between the notches. These pre-deposits are then care-
fully spread with the tip of clean (and unused) pegwood, 
whose tip has been shaped into a spatula wedge capable of 
adequately smearing the predeposits of grease around the 
complete surface area of the braking wall. Again, this final 
amount should be checked for *non-intrusiveness.

*Non-intrusiveness implies that the watchmaker check the 
grease deposits on the barrel notches (or acting surface of 
the wall, as in approach “c”) to insure that the grease is as 
flat as possible within or against the notch or wall, and is not 
intruding (as in a stringy piece extending outward) into the 
barrel space, where the new mainspring’s outer coil/bridle 
might catch it, and deposit the grease on the barrel floor 
– causing stiction of the coils and adversely effecting the 
power transfer and time keeping.

NOTE: Correct barrel-wall lubrication can only be verified af-
ter the lubricated barrel is assembled, replaced in the move-
ment, fully wound, let down, uninstalled from the watch, and 
the barrel cap removed. One then inspects the underside of 
the barrel cap for the telltale signs of lubrication remnants, 
which should preferably be non-existent. The grease should 
NOT intrude onto the surface of the barrel cap. Further veri-
fication can also be made by safely removing the mainspring 
from the barrel and noting the absence of grease on the bar-
rel floor. Obviously, this is a verification technique employed 
when one is learning the skill of proper lubrication.

3. Properly Install the New Mainspring and Assemble the 
Barrel Components utilizing the proper size barrel arbor-
holding tool (such as Bergeon #30610 series), a barrel clos-
ing tool (available from Cas-ker #590.856), and specially 
prepared acrylic block (to hold the arbor and provide a clean 
surface for barrel assembly). Check and adjust the endshake. 

Some cautionary notes:
• The barrel endshake should be adjusted to zero on the 

barrel cap, as the opening process has likely introduced 
excessive endshake. The barrel closing tool can be set up 
to properly perform this procedure utilizing the concave 
section/base of the tool and the conical tip of an acrylic 
pick. This “negative” or zero endshake will be corrected 
after the  mainspring is installed.

The new mainspring should be centered on the barrel, and 
pushed into place utilizing a suitable technique and/or tool 

that will not cause 
deformation of the 
mainspring, damage 
to the inner shoulder 
of the barrel floor 
bushing (from pres-
sure by the inner coil 
of the mainspring), 
or disturb the facto-
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technical discussions

ry-applied “dry” lubricant. This “Teflon-
like” substance is visible on some new 
mainsprings as a bluish residue. A tech-
nique to avoid causing this damage would 
utilize the conical end of the acrylic pick to ef-
fectively center the inner coil, while holding the new 
mainspring and its inserter (properly oriented and 
centered) on the barrel, and carefully and evenly de-
pressing the outer coil/bridle of the mainspring using 
the chisel tip of a brass or hard-acrylic pick. 

The barrel cap is reinstalled utilizing the barrel closing 
tool, and in some cases, the inserter ring is also utilized 
to prevent distortion due to the presence of a protrud-
ing inner ledge on the back-side of some barrels.

Endshake is then checked utilizing either brass twee-
zers to hold the barrel arbor ends, and/or by attach-
ing the barrel-arbor holding tool. To increase end-
shake to meet manufacturer requirements, the barrel 
closing tool can be used, in combination with the 
mainspring inserter ring. As always, re-verify end-
shake after making any adjustment.

C. “The Risky” approach is named for the dangers 
associated with having to reuse and reinstall a main-
spring. (usually reserved for situations where a re-
placement is not available, thus the same mainspring 
will have to be reutilized, e.g. vintage watches). Spe-
cifically, the following problems are possible.

Cleaning of Old and Unknown  
Lubricant from the Mainspring:
• Must be performed without causing deformation to 

the spring, and by utilizing a non-corrosive solvent.
• Must not be dried with any heat as this may alter 

the temper of the spring.

Oiling of the Mainspring:
• Pass the body of the spring through a small piece 

of pre-cut, lint-free watch paper that has been 
freshly impregnated with the appropriate main-
spring lubricant.

• Pass the lubricated spring through a second piece 
of clean watch paper so as to leave only a film of 
the lubricant.

Potential Deformation 
of the Mainspring in the 

Following Situations:
1. During Removal from the Barrel (if forced by cir-

cumstance to re-use the spring).
 a. The active removal method involves the rapid 

removal of the spring from the barrel – with risk 
to both the barrel and/or the spring, not to men-
tion the watchmaker – as components may be  
launched at high speed if the technique is done 
improperly.

 b. The much-preferred passive removal method in-
volves a thumb controlled unwinding, beginning 
with the inner coil (after barrel arbor removal, of 
course). This technique may cause a coning of 
the inner coil, as well as a scoring of the tip of 
the barrel’s outer, open edge, as the lower edge 
of the exiting spring scrapes across this surface 
during its passive, controlled rotational removal.

NOTE: With either of these methods, the spring must 
be carefully inspected for scoring, warping and flat-
ness. The bridle spot welds (look like rivets) must 
have no sign of stress, and the spring must have 
its proper pre-tension coil configuration (only pos-
sible to determine by comparison with an unused, 
undamaged factory-fresh spring). In most cases, the 
old mainspring will NOT pass inspection, and must 
be replaced as repair is generally impractical.

2. During Winding with a Suitable Tool (if forced to 
re-use and/or re-install a spring that is no longer in 
its original inserter).
a. The inside of the mainspring winder must be clean 

and free of any old contaminants.
b. The side-slot of the mainspring winder drum must 

be properly angled and follow the natural wind-
ing direction of the mainspring.

c. The hook in the winding arbor should be of the 
recessed variety so as to minimize potential dis-
tortion of the mainspring’s inner coil.

As is customary, upon reassembly of the mainspring 
into the barrel, and proper lubrication of the arbor 

during reassembly and installation into the clean 
watch, the slipping action of the bridle and the 
power reserve must be confirmed.

As a final remark when considering the best course 
of action when dealing with automatic main-
springs, the adage, “When in doubt, throw it out,” 
is worthy of mention.  t

Servicing Modern Automatic Watches, by John W. Safranek, 
Copyright 2007, All rights reserved.
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from the workshop
BY JACK KURdZIoNAK, CW21, FAWCI

Bookkeeping and 
Watch Repair 

A few years ago, I had the good fortune to par-
ticipate in an advanced watchmaking seminar 
at the British Horological Institute in the U.K. A 

large chain retailer of watches in England employed the 
other students in the class. Not only did I learn about 
escapements, but I also became more familiar with the 
operation of those retail jewelry stores. The jewelry 
stores in the chain were mostly High Street operations. 
Many cities and towns in England still have busy down-
town retail districts with the better stores situated on 
High Street (something akin to what Main Street once 
was in the U.S.). In these stores, the sales department 
sells watches and jewelry on the street level floor while 
the repair department is on the second floor with the 
watchmakers out of sight of the customers. The vari-
ous departments of the store operate semi-autono-
mously, each with its own budget and revenue targets. 
The sales department receives credit for all sales and 
the repair department receives credit for all repair rev-
enue. Each department also has its own expense bud-
get. Any cost relating to sales is taken from the sales 
department budget and any costs relating to repairs 
are taken from that department’s budget. 

If a new watch requires an adjustment to complete 
a sale, the repair department bills the sales depart-
ment for the labor. The same is true when someone in 
the sales department decides to please a “good” cus-
tomer with a complimentary service such as a brace-
let sizing, case polishing, or battery replacement. If 
all proceeds according to the rules, the watchmaker 
makes the repair, bills the charge to the sales depart-
ment and the customer gets a free service. The sales 
department pays for the repair. Nevertheless, as Ham-
let observed, “Aye, there’s the rub.” In many cases, 
the sales person asks the watchmaker to make the re-
pair at no charge because it will reduce the sales de-
partment income. Nevertheless, the watchmaker does 
not want to give away a repair, as it will reduce the 
department’s income and bonus pool. The essence of 
the story is; there is no free lunch. Someone has to 
pay. In the British jewelry store, it will be the service 
department, the sales department or the customer.

One on-line chat room recently featured a conversa-
tion between watchmakers about giving away certain 
services. One question was, “If a customer came in for 
a battery and then asked for a link removal, should 

the link removal be at no charge because this same 
watchmaker had worked on the bracelet in 2011?” To 
paraphrase Hamlet, “To charge or not to charge, that 
is the question” becomes “Who is paying for this ser-
vice?” The major difference in this conversation as 
contrasted with the British example is, there is no sales 
department to charge for the repair. The only partici-
pants in this transaction are the watchmaker and the 
customer. The watchmaker increases his income by 
the amount of the labor charge if the customer pays. 
The watchmaker decreases his income by the amount 
of the labor charge if the watchmaker makes a gra-
tis repair. The bookkeeping, although in this case, in-
formal, is the same as in England. Someone needs to 
pay. All that matters is who. If the customer pays, the 
watchmaker earns. If the customer does not pay, the 
watchmaker loses. If the customer refuses to pay and 
the watchmaker refuses to work at no charge, both 
the watchmaker and the customer break even. Any 
good management book will tell you that if you aim to 
break even, you lose.    

Compare, for example, what others industries do. 
Modern automotive dealers function the same way 
as the jewelry stores in England. Somebody must pay 
for the repair. In the case of auto stores there are, in 
fact, three departments: Sales, Service, and Parts. All 
three have sales goals, budgets, etc. There is also the 
manufacturer who can be billed and pay for warranty 
work, but somebody always pays. You need a gas-
ket? The Parts depart-
ment charges for this 
service. Need a new car 
washed? Service bills 
this sale. It can gener-
ate a lot of paperwork, 
but everybody under-
stands that nothing is 
given away. Somebody 
always pays.

Many industries know 
this lesson and prosper by adhering to it, but it would 
appear from observing some in our industry that this 
lesson has not been learned by all. Would this be a 
good time to review your repair strategy from top to 
bottom?  Are you capturing all costs, from hard costs 
like parts, to the costs of your own valuable time? If 
you are, and you find you are losing money, there’s 
something terribly wrong. If you find you’re break-
ing even, there’s still something wrong. The profitable 
companies are the ones that make a decent profit on 
all phases of their repair services.   t
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Tom Schomaker, CMW21, is AWCI’s Watchmak-
ing Instructor and Certification Coordinator. He is 
known throughout the industry for his expertise and 
his teaching abilities. Tom is now going to share his 
knowledge through a monthly educational series 
known as “Tom’s Tips.”

Thanks to industry sponsors like Cas-Ker Co., we are 
able to produce these monthly tips in all AWCI com-
munications including  Horological Times. These will 
also be available on www.awci.com from a button 
on the Home Page. On our website each tip will be 
cataloged by month and you can print any you have 
missed. These will also be distributed to the world-
wide web by topic, so you may also find them on 
search engines by keyword searches.

These are helpful tips you can use every day in your 
watch repair business. But most importantly, Tom 
has received permission to print proprietary charts 
and information from a major luxury watch brand. 
This information has never before been made avail-
able to our audience. So look for this new informa-
tion and be sure to download it from our website!

Upcoming topics include:

• What is Delta and What Does It Really Mean?
• Endshake vs. Freedom
• When it Comes to the Horia Tool, Did You Know 

Three = Two? 
• Watch Batteries Have Changed—What Do You 

Need to Know?

If your company would like sponsorship information 
for this educational series, contact: 

Amy Dunn,  Editor  
adunn@awci.com   866-367-2924, ext. 307
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One of the most important tasks we do 
during the servicing of a watch is the 
timing process. Watchmakers often see 
this as the “grand finale.” These results are an 
accumulation of the skilled craftsmanship put 
forth for a successful repair. We do tend, how-
ever, to over think and micro-manage these re-
sults to the point of inefficiency or substantial 
risk. When dealing with the average rate, there 
is a simple, logical and meaningful approach 
that will not only save you time, but will also 
lessen the potential risk when maneuvering 
around the sensitive oscillator (balance) area.  
Let’s analyze the example given here: 

Position Rate
1. DU +8
2. DD +9
3. CD +5
4. CL +7
5. CU +11
  +40 Average rate = + 8  (40 / 5 = 8)

In order to adjust this one time, proceed as fol-
lows:  Find the slowest rate (+5) and duplicate 
its position on the timing machine microphone 
(position: crown down) and re-adjust the rate 
to zero (0). If you were to do this, you would 
expect (in theory) to see these new results: 

    Position Rate
1. DU +3
2. DD +4
3. CD +0
4. CL +2
5. CU +6
  +15  Average rate = + 3   (15 / 5 = 3)

The same rule applies, even if the rates are 
negative. Look for the slowest rate, duplicate 
its position in the microphone, and re-adjust 
the rate to zero (0).

This should provide an adjustment you can 
rely on.

tIMINg ANd RAtE AdJUstMENt IN WAtCh 
REpAIR: ANALYZE FIRst, AdJUst oNCE

Tom’s Tips
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Clockmaking—
The Tools, Part 4
There are four main reasons you might obtain a bad 
finish when turning a diameter:
1. The tool is in poor or bad condition (cutting edge or 

tip is worn, broken or badly shaped).
2. The tool is poorly supported and able to deflect or 

vibrate.
3. The tool is not on the center line of the lathe.
4. The work piece badly held or deflecting.

The correct form for a turning tool was described in the 
January issue and mention has also been made about 
keeping the overhang of the tool or the slide support-
ing the tool to a minimum. The reason for this is quite 
simple; if the tool is to be traversed along the work, it 
cannot be locked down solidly to the body of the lathe. 
There must be a small amount of space between the 
part of the lathe that is to move and the static body, and 
it is usually filled with oil or grease, both of which are 
compressible. That space is measured in thousandths of 
an inch or fortieths of a millimeter (0.025 mm). It may 
be half the thickness of a human hair, but the act of 
cutting metal puts pressure on the end of the tool and 
the distance of the cutting edge from the rigid support 
multiplies the space that allowed the slide to work. Fig-
ure 04.01 shows this space. The distance to the cutting 
edge is a lever— the greater the distance, the longer the 
lever and weaker the support for the tool will be. It will 
dig in, deflect, break free, dig in again and so on. We call 
it “chatter” because it makes a lot of noise, and leaves a 
terrible finish on the machined surface. 

Keeping the distance of the cutting edge to the solid 
support short lessens the chance of chatter. Clamp-

ing a tool with a flat base to a surface that is not flat 
may also allow chatter.  The third fault is fairly simple 
to explain: If the cutting edge of the tool is above 
the center of the lathe, the surface of the work will 
contact the tool below the cutting edge. If it is only a 
slight amount, or if the diameter of the work is large, 
it will probably not be noticeable, but the tool will 
lose its cutting edge more rapidly than if it was on 
center, or even slightly below. (See Figure 04.02).

The alternative, which is the cutting edge below cen-
ter, alters the clearance angle or rake, and this in-
creases the load on the tool and the friction and, of 
course, the wear. If it is a great deal below center, 
high pressure may be needed to persuade the tool to 
cut at all, placing strain on the machine and causing 

parts of it to flex, creating chatter (Figure 04.03). I 
have rotated the tool until the point is on center line 
to show that when it is low the tool is attempting to 
cut with a negative rake (the opposite angle to a nor-
mal rake or clearance).

All in all, the machinist wants the cutting edge to be 
precisely on the center line and Figure 04.04 shows 
a little tool that helps to achieve this. It needs to be 
heavy enough for the machinist to “feel” when the 
tool tip is touching it, and the base should have a re-
bate so that the periphery contacts the slide and not 
the middle of the face.

Note: Some production lathes (slant bed) are designed with the 
cross slide at an angle to the horizontal, which is why I show the 
sketch (Figure 04.05) to emphasise that it is the path of the tool cut-
ting surface that must pass through the center line of the lathe. This 
is unlikely to impinge on clockmaking it is simply a technical point.

Figure 04.02
Correct

Work tries to climb over tool

Tool rubs and pushes work away

Tool rubs and pushes work away 
but not so badly

Tool too low E�ectively a negative rake

Figure 04.03

Slide clearance 
and tipping

No tipping

Figure 04.01
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Figure 04.06

This is a slant bed and 
the tool is on center

Figure 04.04

Figure 04.05

Cavity Bore

Boring Tools

First, here are some basic definitions:
Snatching:  The tool suddenly engages the cutting 
surface along its full length and dips under the load.
Jamming:  The tool suddenly engages the front of the 
cutting surface and brings the machine to a stop.
Breaking:  (I don’t think this needs an explanation!)

These tools are intended for producing cavities or 
bores. By a cavity, I mean a relatively shallow machined 
surface and it cannot be defined precisely. Figure 04.06 
indicates what I mean. This Figure also shows the dif-
ference in the tools needed.  As you can see, a cavity 

does not need any great length to the tool and so it 
will not have much overhang, which was the second 
of the causes of bad finishes. A bore however, needs 
a longer tool, and this can result in a poor surface. Not 
only that, but if the bore is blind ended (not a hole 
that penetrates the work from end-to-end), precau-
tions have to be taken to avoid the end of the cutting 
head biting into the metal and snatching, jamming or 
even breaking off. A blind end requires the machin-

ist to take care and perform a facing operation inside 
the bore. The series of drawings in Figure 04.07 is an 
attempt to show a machining sequence that will avoid 
snatching, jamming or breaking the tool.

When setting up a boring tool it is best to ignore the 
“on center” rule. As you can see in Figure 04.08, if 
there is an increase in load on the tool, it will dip and 
increase the depth of cut—and also the load, of course. 
If the tool point is above center, the depth of cut less-
ens if the tool dips and then catastrophe is avoided.  t

Editor’s Note:  Think safety first when using rotat-
ing equipment. Wear protective eye gear. Avoid using 
gloves or wearing rings and tie back long hair. Do not 
wear loose clothing while using rotating equipment.

Figure 04.08

When a boring bar is placed 
above center the cut is relieved 
if the point digs in

Figure 04.07
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book review

Canada’s Master 
Watchmaker – Henry 
R. Playtner and The 
Canadian Horological 
Institute  
by Gary Fox

In late August of 1999, Gary Fox stumbled upon a unique 
collection of “large, hand-drawn technical drawings 
of watch wheels and pinions, pallet forks and roller 

tables, and pallets and escape wheels.  There were also 
three hard-bound student notebooks with copious notes 
on watch repair” from a student in the Canadian Horo-
logical Institute (CHI). This led to 12 years of extensive 
original research and study of the Canadian Horological 
Institute. The resulting book brings to life in wonderful 
detail the story of the Institute and its brilliant founder 
and only instructor, Henry R. Playtner.

Mark Twain once said: “I never knew what became of all 
the unsuccessful shoemakers and blacksmiths until I got 
my watch fixed.” It was this dismal state of watch repair 
and watch repair education in North America that led 
this twenty-six year old watchmaker to open what was 
to become one of the foremost watchmaking schools in 
the world, on a par with the other leading schools in Ger-
many, Switzerland and the US. It was a scientific- and 
curriculum-based school built upon the European model. 
CHI was only the second formal school in North America 
(second only to Parson’s Horological Institute, founded in 
1886 in Logansport, Indiana).

Gary Fox’s book recreates the history of the school 
through photographs and beautifully detailed master-
piece watches and technical drawings created by the 
students. In chapters dedicated to those students who 
made these masterpieces, their lives come alive through 
“family recollections, newspaper stories and historical 
documents. At the end of the book nearly all of the stu-
dents who attended the school are listed, along with per-
sonal information about most of them.

The exacting standards within the curriculum are de-
tailed, as are the requirements for the three levels of 
graduation. One of the chapters tells the personal story 
of Henry Playtner, himself, his work and his unrelenting 
study of mathematics, geometry and model making, 
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which ultimately led him to found the first school in the Do-
minion of Canada and to become one of the giants of the 
horological world.

This book is a very readable personal story of both Playtner 
and his students. For anyone interested in horological his-
tory and Canadian watch history in general; and watchmak-
ing and watch repair education in particular, this beautifully 
researched and executed book is required reading.

Published in 2012. ISBN 978-0-9867307-02. 173 pages with 
130 illustrations. Black cloth covered hardboard, dust jacket.  
Four appendices:  Directory of Students, Glossary, Name In-
dex and Reference endnotes.  Available from the author at 
chi-information@yahoo.ca for $US 60.00 plus postage.  t

Canada’s Master Watchmaker – henry R. playtner and the Canadian horological Institute

AWCI Welcomes New Members



How Much Is This 
Worth?
An Overview of Value

The following article is a simple overview on 
how “value” is determined for formal apprais-
als and how the area’s most knowledgeable 

horologists may place themselves or their business 
in jeopardy if they are not a trained appraiser.

As professional horologists and enthusiastic collec-
tors we are often asked what is the value or worth of 
an item.  This seems to be an honest straightforward 
question, but where it leads one may be a dark and 
serious path.
 
Why is this dangerous? Yes, you are considered a 
knowledgeable person who can provide an estimate 
of value of an item.  You feel good that they consider 
you capable of doing an appraisal so you respond 
with your best guess and go on your way.   One day 
you find your “friend” has their attorney send you a 
letter and declares that you owe them $$$$.    

What happened?  Your friend purchased the item for 
the $1,000 you stated for value.  They returned home 
only to find their spouse upset that they brought 
such an item home.  After many arguments, the item 
is sold for $600.   They lost $400 and they feel you 
owe them the difference.  By historic court cases, 
you find out to your amazement that they are cor-
rect.  Again you ask, what happened?

Historic court cases have established the fact that 
people who hold themselves out to be appraisers to 
others may be liable for their mistakes in fair market 
value.

Let’s look into more 
data on appraiser, 
appraisal and value.

First we need to 
note that the U.S. 
Government es-
tablished an or-
ganization to pro-
vide guidelines for 
appraisals.  Their 

written guidelines are called 
USPAP which stands for “Uniform Stan-
dards of Professional Appraisal Practice”.

USPAP defines an appraiser as:  One who is expect-
ed to perform valuation service competently and in a 
manner that is independent, impartial and objective.

An appraisal in simple terms offers a reasoned opin-
ion of a defined type of value as of a given time.
USPAP defines it as:  The act or process of devel-
oping an opinion of value; an opinion of value or of 
pertaining to appraising and related functions, such 
as appraisal practice or appraisal services.

USPAP defines value as: The monetary relation-
ship between properties and those who buy, sell or 
use those properties. Most people think value is the 
amount of money one person is willing to pay for an 
item.  This has truth but value is much more compli-
cated than the simple view noted.

For the purpose of this periodical, we will not go into 
the aspects of being an appraiser.  When someone is 
interested in doing appraisals and becoming a pro-
fessional appraiser, they need to research the proper 
steps to follow this path.

Now let us look at appraisals. An appraisal must be 
numerically expressed as a specific amount, as a 
range of numbers, or as a relationship to a previous 
value opinion or numerical benchmark.  It requires 
several things from the individual providing the ap-
praisal.  They must be impartial (without advocacy 
and unbiased), qualified to render an opinion of 
value,  state the defined type of value, provide ad-
equate description, a specific date of time and sup-
porting documentation.  This inherently leads to a 
written document with the written documentation.

An oral appraisal may be OK but it must be accom-
panied with written documentation held by the ap-
praiser per USPAP standards.  When you ask about 
TV appraisal shows and the oral statements of value 
you see please remember not everything you see on 
TV is real nor all the facts plainly stated.  Please rec-
ognize we are not questioning the knowledge or ac-
countability of the individuals doing the appraisals 
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on the show, just noting that one does not see all the 
facts of what is said or told to the willing owners of 
the items.

It is now time to cover what is this item worth.  Ev-
eryone seems to have questions on the value of 
items they own.  This is the dark and serious side of 
determining the worth of something.

First, we need to establish the market. This is not 
a location but rather a concept representing com-
mercial activity where goods and services are ex-
changed generally for money.   The type of market 
helps to establish the value of the item. 

Market Levels of Trade  
This is traditionally divided into four (4) levels.

1. Retail:  A market in which items are sold retail to 
the end user.

 a. Upscale – Specialty store which focus on the  
  client’s desires

 b. Standard – Stores which focus on the general  
  public

 c. Discount – Stores which focus on merchandise  
  being of a lower cost and/or quality

 d. Internet – Virtual stores which focus on meeting  
  a client’s needs without the client present at a  
  physical location

2. Wholesale:  A market where wholesalers sell 
to the trade (those who purchase with the intent 
of reselling the item in its current form).

 a. Auction – specialty
 b. Auction – general for all products

3. Orderly Liquidation: The market in which 
property is regularly sold in an orderly and adver-
tised fashion but for which nominal but adequate 
time restraints apply (auction galleries, on-site 
auctions, etc.).

 a. Auction
 b. Estate Sale
 c. garage Sale
4. Forced Liquidation: A market in which prop-

erty is sold quickly, within a very restricted expo-
sure time frame and often without regard to the 
most appropriate marketplace.

 a. Auction
 b. Estate Sale
 c. Sheriff Sale

Retail markets will vary in value. Those who shop 
at Neiman Marcus will pay more for a jacket than at 
Macy’s and even more than one purchased at Wal-

Mart (who claims to be 
the lowest price.)  Lastly, 
the internet may provide 
the lowest price of all 
sources. This variance in value is seen in 
each Level of Trade.

One can see the difference of value found 
in each of the Levels of Trade.   You may 
want to take a minute and think on each 
Level and what order provides the high-
est to lowest value for a property.
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Next we must consider: Primary and  
Secondary markets.

Primary Market is a market in which new items still 
being created by the manufacturer are available 
for sale for the first time.  Examples are:  cars, TVs, 
watches, clocks, etc.

Secondary Market is a market in which items are still 
being created by the manufacturer and are being re-
sold to subsequent owners.  Examples are:  used cars, 
used appliances, used modern clocks and watches, etc.

Where do we place antique items?  When items are 
no longer being created by the manufacturer the 
Secondary Market becomes the Primary Market.    
This is important because the expectation is to pay 
more for items sold in the Primary Market than at the 
Secondary Market.

Now is a good time to add more spice to the mix-
ture.  For our purpose we will discuss Value-in-Use 
and Value-in-Exchange.  They are rarely the same.

Value-in-Use is related to the proportional extent 
the property contributes to the personal needs, sat-
isfaction or requirements of the owner.

Value-in-Exchange relates to the amount of mon-
ey exchanged for property within an open market 
where there are several motivated and knowledge-
able buyers and sellers.

A collector seeking a particular item to fulfill their 
collection has a Value-in-Use.  They will pay more 
to obtain the property than a person who has no 
personal need or satisfaction for acquiring the item 
other than Value-in-Exchange.

Appraisers also work with the following Value Types:
• Market value
• Fair Market value
• Liquidation value (orderly and forced)
• Salvage value
• Scrap value
• Replacement value
• Actual cash value
• Investment value
• Loss-of-value
• Marketable cash value
• Net value
• Book value
• Insurable value

Market Value: This value reflects the perspective of 
the market only, no buyer or seller influence, and re-
fers to the price a seller could expect to receive from 
a buyer in an open and competitive market.  Prop-
erty must change ownership in this relationship.

Buyer influence: The buyer is purchasing to com-
plete a collection.  The price is a small part of the 
equation due to the buyer’s desire to have a com-
plete set.

Seller influence:  The seller is “hawking” the items as 
a “one of a kind” which may or may not be fact.

Fair Market Value: This value assumes the property 
does not change ownership.  IRS definition:  The price 
at which the property would change hands between 
a willing buyer and a willing seller, neither being un-
der any compulsion to buy or sell and both having 
reasonable knowledge of relevant facts. This is the 
most “often” used value for appraisal purposes.

Liquidation Value: The term most often used in the 
context of a sale of the assets of a failed business 
that is being sold in order to satisfy creditors, but the 
term pertains to the liquidation of an individual’s per-
sonal property as well.  In business operations, liqui-
dation value is based on whether or not the business 
is to continue as a going concern and whether or not 

the liquidation is under duress. 
Personal property liquidation 
value represents the amount of 
money that would be obtained 
when converting any property 
to cash for any purpose within 
a defined time period with the 
possibility that the seller is un-
der duress to act.

business discussions
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Orderly Liquidation for an Individual’s Personal 
Property - Orderly liquidation is the most probable 
price for which an item would change if sold in the 
appropriate market (most lucrative) in an orderly 
and properly advertised manner (negotiated sale or 
auction) and allowing a reasonable amount of time in 
which to complete the transaction.  It assumes that 
sales occur within an open retail market in which buy-
ers and sellers are knowledgeable and willing partici-
pants are typically motivated and are not under du-
ress to act.

Orderly Liquidation for Defunct Business – Orderly 
liquidation value is the price realized when assets of 
a defunct business are sold piecemeal, through ne-
gotiation, over a predetermined period of time (3 to 
6 months most common) and assumes the buyer is 
responsible for all removal costs and is purchasing 
the assets “as is, where is” with no warrantees or rep-
resentations as to the condition of the assets being 
made by the seller.  It is further assumed that the as-
sets are properly advertised in a manner considered 
to be commercially reasonable.  Buyer and seller fur-

ther acknowledge that if an acceptable price cannot 
be negotiated within the time period specified, the 
final option for the seller would be to offer the as-
sets for sale piecemeal 
at public auction.

The Orderly Liquidation 
for Ongoing Concerns 
There are two types of 
orderly liquidation val-
ues – market value-in-
place and orderly liqui-
dation value-in-place.  
Both take in the posi-
tive contribution the 
assets make in the suc-
cess of the business.  If 
not under compulsion 
one would use market 
value-in-place.  If under 
compulsion one would 
use orderly liquidation 
value-in-place.  
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Market Value-in-Place – The price at which assets 
would change hands between a willing and able buy-
er and seller, with neither under compulsion to act 
and with both  having full knowledge of the relevant 
facts.

Orderly Liquidation Value-in-Place – The price that 
a knowledgeable buyer would have to pay a knowl-
edgeable seller who is under duress for assets being 
purchased in place to remain in operation in “as is” 
condition in the manner for which they were origi-
nally intended.

Forced Liquidation for an Individual’s Personal 
Property - The most likely amount an item would 
obtain by a seller who, because of a sense of imme-
diacy, is under compulsion to exchange the property 
for cash within a market which may or may not be 
the most appropriate market (most lucrative) within 
a less than optimal marketing time and with a less 
than optimal marketing effort.  Forced liquidation 
assumes a wholesale market in which wholesale pur-

chasers participate.

Forced Liquidation for Business Assets 
– The value realized when assets of a 
defunct business are sold piecemeal 
under duress at public auction.  Buy-
er assumes all cost of removal and 
purchasing assets “as is, where is” 
with no warrantees or represen-

tations as to the condition of 
the assets being made by the 

seller.   It assumes the assets 
are properly advertised in 
a manner considered to be 
commercially reasonable. 

Salvage Value:  The amount 
of money that could be ob-
tained from the sale of an 
obsolete whole item, from 
the sale of a component 

of a whole property, or 
of a damaged item 

for which repair 
is neither 

des i red , 
p o s -

sible nor economically 
feasible. The repair cost 
would exceed the item’s 
worth.  Salvage value 
assumes a market in 
which typical buyers of 
salvage participate. 

In business “salvage val-
ue” is used in account-
ing, as a business asset 
with a calculated depre-
ciation based on eco-
nomic life to have a final 
remaining value, which 
is the salvage value.

Scrap Value:  This is the amount of money that 
would probably be received for the sale of an item 
of property that is meant to be broken up to obtain 
intrinsically valuable materials. Vintage jewelry may 
be worth more for the gold or gem value, which is 
higher than the original piece.   We see this in gold 
watches where the price of gold is worth more than 
the antique value of the watch.

Replacement Value:  The amount one would have 
to pay to replace an item of property [through pur-
chase or manufacturer and with a new or compara-
ble item as the property type warrants] within a rea-
sonable amount of time and from within the relevant 
market [the market the owner customarily shops] 
with a property of like kind, quality, origin and utility 
as the property being replaced.  This concept is used 
primarily to insure the property owner is indemnified 
in the case of loss.

Actual Cash Value (ACV):   The term is referred to 
as “depreciated value” and it is not easily defined.   
For insurance the definition is:  the cost to replace 
with a new property of like kind and quality, less de-
preciation.

Investment Value:  The value in today’s dollars of 
a monetary return anticipated to be realized over a 
period of time as a result of owning investment prop-
erty.  The monetary return may be over a stream of 
payments or a one-time payment at some point in 
the future.  We generally think of “real property” as 
investment but it does apply to personal property.   
One may buy an expensive clock to hold and resale 
in the future.   One may own antiques that they rent 

to movie studio’s to use in period movies.
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Loss-of-Value:  The amount of value a seller would 
have to discount the asking price of a profession-
ally repaired item in order to induce a sale to a 
knowledgeable buyer.  This is a measurement of the 
amount of value an item has lost due to damage and 
subsequent repairs.  Mathematically, ”loss-of-value” 
is equal to ”market value” prior to damage and the 
“market value” after the damage has been repaired.

Marketable Cash Value:  The amount which is netted 
upon sale.   It equates to the gross proceeds minus ex-
penses associated with the sale.  Marketable Cash 
Value assumes the sale took place within the most 
lucrative marketplace and the sale was of orderly 
fashion (not forced).  

Net Value:  The amount of money that would be re-
tained if a property was sold and after satisfying any 
liens against the sold property.  Most often used in 
divorce proceedings.   It is like Marketable Cash Val-
ue with the additional loss due to satisfying any liens 
or encumbrances.

Book Value:  This is an accounting term referring to 
the value of business assets shown on the balance 
sheet at original cost less accrued depreciation.

Insurable Value:  The value used to denote the cost 
of replacing the existing improvements on a site 
should they be destroyed.   This is traditionally used 
for “real property” such as homes.

Value Types Associated with  
Various Intended Uses:

Acquiring insurance and damage/loss settlement
  Replacement Value (comparable and new)
  Replacement cost (new) less depreciation
 Market Value
 Fair Market Value
 Salvage value
 Scrap value

Federal noncash  
charitable contribution
 Fair Market Value
Federal and State  
Decedent Probate
 Fair Market Value

Estate Planning
 Fair Market Value
Asset based lending (collateral loans)
 Orderly liquidation value
 Forced liquidation value
Bankruptcy
 Fair Market Value (for personal)
 Orderly and/or forced liquidation value (for business)
Client Sale or Acquisition
 Market Value
 Marketable cash value
 Orderly liquidation value
 Forced liquidation value
 Investment value
 Salvage value
 Scrap value
Equitable distribution and 
property transfer
 Fair market value
 Marketable cash value
 Net value
 Value-in-use
 Investment value
Litigation and Dispute  
Resolution
 Broad Evidence Rule (all  
  values possibly applicable)
 Investment Value

This is why, when someone 
asks about the value of 
their item, one must have 
several questions answered before they can begin 
to respond.
 -Why are you asking about the item’s value?   

Butterworth Clocks, Inc.

BUSHINGS!BUSHINGS!
KWM SIZE IN BRONZE     $4.00/ 20 pc PACK

 
KWM SIZE IN BRASS        $8.00/ 50 pc PACK

No min order. No small parts surcharge. Mailing $2 US/CAN, $5 Internatl.

5300 59th Ave. West     Muscatine, IA 52761
Phone: 563-263-6759     Fax: 563-263-0428

E-mail: butterworth@machlink.com

BY JAMEs hoLLoWAY
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- What is your ultimate  
  purpose of the information  
  on value?
-If for resale, how fast do you  
  need to sell the item?
-Is the item available for  
  personal inspection?

Most people fall into the 
following categories: 

 -Sell the item
 -Insure the item
 -Donate the item to charity for a tax deduction
 -Estate settlement  (due to death, divorce, etc.)

Measuring “Value” begins by looking at the appro-
priate marketplace based on the intended use of the 
item.  Market data must be reviewed.  This includes: 
1) asking prices, and 2) sale prices of identical and 
non-identical items with adjustments for differences.   
Comparisons must be made to relate to the product 
and its value.

Appraisal Value is an Opinion of 
Value Based on the Most Lucrative 
Market Relating to the Situation 
and Item Type.

Now that we have the many value types and markets, 
we focus on the property.  Each type has a rating 
which will affect the overall appraisal.
• Authentication: Original, Reproduction, Fake
• Condition: Excellent,  Very Good,  Average,  Fair,  

Poor
• Desirability: High,  Above Average,  Average, Be-

low Average,   Low      
• Eminence of Maker: Excellent,  Very Good,  Aver-

age,  Fair, Poor
• Originality:  High,  Average,  Low      
• Quality: Excellent, Very Good,  Average,  Fair,  

Poor
• Provenance: Excellent, Very Good, Average, Fair, 

Poor
• Rarity: One, Few, Many, Common, Excessive    

Authentication: Original, Reproduction, Fake.  Gen-
erally an original item has the greatest value but in 
some cases, a higher quality reproduction may have 
the best value.  Again, a fake may have value due 
to the quality displayed but this is generally not the 
situation.

Condition: Excellent, Very good, Average, Fair,  
Poor.  Condition is critical to value.  Items must be 
examined carefully for damage.

Desirability: High, Above Average, Average, Below 
Average, Low.  Properties may be loaded with the 
other value factors but if it is not desirable…. value is 
lost.

Eminence of Maker:  Excellent, Very Good, Aver-
age, Fair, Poor.  There are many examples of quality 
clocks and watches but their maker never had the 
status of Willard, E. Howard, Le Roy, Breguet, etc.

Originality:  High, Average, Low.  This may rank with 
many of the value factors based on the fact that the 
property is just “cool.”  It is so unique people desire 
to own it.
      
Quality:  Excellent, Very Good, Average, Fair, Poor.     
One may have an eminent maker with an original 
idea that is rare but the quality was so poor, people 
shun ownership of the property.

Provenance:   Excellent, Very Good, Average, Fair, 
Poor.  The ability to place history of ownership or 
relationships to an item is critical.  A clock or watch 
owned or worn by a famous person will carry a 
much higher value than one owned by an average 
person.  A watch 
worn by Abra-
ham Lincoln has 
much greater 
value than the 
same style 
watch worn by 
John Doe.

Rarity: One, 
Few, Many, 
Common, Ex-
cessive.  Lastly, 
many people 
feel a rare item 
is valuable.  This 
may be true but 
it is not certain.  
An item may be 
rare but repug-
nant to people 
which keeps the 
value low.  

business discussions

BY JAMEs hoLLoWAY
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In conclusion, the ”worth” of an item is based on many factors and to 
determine true value, many questions must be asked and answered.  Now 
they next time you’re asked, “ How much is it worth?” you won’t sit there 
thinking...ummmmm. t

References
Uniform Standards of Professional 
Appraisal Practice, 2012-2013 USPAP
Appraising Personal Property Prin-
ciples and Methodology, by David 
Maloney, AOA, CM

how Much Is this Worth? An Overview of Value
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An Improved CW21 
Exam Process is 
Coming
AWCI has been around for a long time, and at times, 
it appeared to have outlived its usefulness. One such 
phase was in the late nineties, where the educational 
offerings were scarce and the relevance of the certifi-
cation was diminished.

That phase ended around 2004 when, under the lead-
ership and active involvement of Jim Lubic, AWCI de-
veloped an improved certification program that found 
rapid acceptance in the professional circles. The CW21 
certification was a significant departure in all aspects 
and within a couple of years, it significantly raised the 
skill level of watch service in America. During that time 
the educational offerings of AWCI went far to remedy 
the occasional weakness in one or the other area that 
became apparent typically when watchmakers pre-
pared themselves to take the exam. 

And this is where the AWCI instructors, first, Manuel 
Yazijian, and now Tom Schomaker, delivered an im-
portant contribution towards making the American 
Watchmaker more proficient, more productive and 
ultimately, more successful.

Three prominent watchmaking schools in the U.S. have 
chosen the CW21 certification as their performance 
benchmark. There are also hundreds of watchmakers al-
ready active in the profession who rely on their CW21 to 
signify their level of skill and knowledge to customers, 
employers, and brands. In short, the CW21 has turned 
out to be an overall success, and the main beneficiary of 
this success is the American Watchmaking Professional.  

The CW21 exam process has been running in its cur-
rent form for about nine years now. I believe that it 
is high time for some maintenance work, and for that 
reason, we had decided to suspend the process for a 
few months. Our profession is subjected to dynamic 
changes, and these changes must be reflected in the 
certification or there is a risk that it becomes outdated.

Our members are the main stakeholders in this and 
we owe them an improved and well-maintained pro-
cess. Let’s remember that a strong certification ben-
efits the watchmaking professional.

Details: What Can Change, What Will Stay 
The Same?

The CW21 will continue to certify the fundamental 
watch movement after-sales service proficiencies 
that maintain modern and current production watch-
es (including dialing and casing).

There Could be Change Regarding the  
Following Aspects:

1. A consolidation of the proficiencies tested in the 
ETA 2824 and the ETA 7750, all of which could 
be tested in the 7750.

BY hERMAN MAYER, CW21, 
AWCI EdUCAtIoN CoMMIttEE ChAIRMAN

The first pilot program for the CW21 program took place at 
Gem City College in Quincy, Illinois.

Some of the key people who helped develop the CW21 program.  
From left to right: Jim Lubic, Vince Schrader, Larry Blanchard 
and Herman Mayer.
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April 8 - 12- Advanced 21 Series – Caliber 3035  
May 13 - 17- Advanced 21 Series – Caliber 3035
June 17 - 21- Advanced 21 Series – TBA

(5 CEUs each)  $1000  5-day block
Certification
We are currently re-evaluating our examination 
schedule for the remainder of the year.

Advanced 21 Series classes 
are offered only to current 
CW21 and CMW21s.

AWCI Academy of Watchmaking 2013
Mar 18 - 22   Basic Watch Repair
April 1 - 5      Modern Mechanical Chronograph (5 CEUs)
May 6 - 10       Industry Class - (5 CEUs)
June 10 - 14   Polishing & Refinishing (5 CEUs)
July 15 – 19     Lever Escapement (5 CEUs)
Aug 26 – 30      Modern Mechanical Chronograph 7750/7751 (5 CEUs)
Sept 9 – 13       Modern Automatic Watches (5 CEUs)
Sept 30 – Oct 4  Quartz Watch Repair & Testing (5 CEUs)
Nov 11 – 15 Polishing & Refinishing (5 CEUs) 

“ [AWCI] has one of the greatest instructors of all times. Tom [Schomaker] is highly intelligent by my evalu-
ation. If I were to have my way, I would record his teaching and play it every day in my CD player. Lastly, I say 
some people can teach because they were taught to. But Tom was born to teach.

Student in Modern Mechanical Chronograph Class

2. The pool of questions for the written exam needs to be updated. 
Some questions are no longer current and should be retired, with 
others that need to be added. Specifically, questions which bet-
ter emphasize basic troubleshooting skills would be beneficial. 

3. The materials used for balance staff replacement might change 
as well, the main concern being long term availability.

These proposed changes and others would make the exam more 
compact, efficient and relevant.  Pilot exams in July and August, 2013 
would launch the roll out, which would be completed during the sec-
ond half of the year. Going forward, the review and maintenance work 
could be performed on a yearly basis, which could enable smaller and 
more frequent changes as needed.  t

class schedules
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JCK Show, Las Vegas
Back by Popular Demand!
Tom Schomaker’s One-Hour  
Watch Seminars
The watch seminars by AWCI’s own Tom Schomaker, CMW21, 
were so popular last year that the JCK Show has invited us back 
for more. They are also giving us better booth placement at the 
show this year. 

Last year was the first time that Tom Schomaker, the lead watch-
making instructor for AWCI, gave a series of seminars. At many 
sessions it was standing room only. There has been growth 
worldwide in the sales of luxury watches. The demand for ser-
vicing watches has increased, as well, so the jeweler’s market is 
showing more interest in watchmaking.  AWCI is the jewelers’ 
source for information on anything pertaining to watches, from 
technical information to providing training to helping a jeweler 
recruit watchmakers for their business. 

JCK 2013, May 31 – June 3, 2013

Watch Seminar Schedule:

Tom Schomaker will talk “all things watches” in these seminars 
geared to the jewelry market. The sessions will be held in the 
Watches Pavilion, Bayside Level 1.

Friday 5/31/13:
 
Sizing Common (And Not So Common) 
Watch Bracelets 10 - 11 a.m.

10 Tips to Minimize Potential Watch Repair 
Problems 1 – 2 p.m.

Ensuring a Quality-Controlled Repair  
 3 – 4 p.m.

Saturday, 6/1/13:

How to Properly Change a Watch Battery  
 10 – 11 a.m.

What Does It Take to Hire a Watchmaker?  
 1 - 2 p.m.

Watchmaking Terms, Meanings & FAQ’s  
 3 – 4 p.m.

Sunday, 6/2/13:

What Does It Take to Hire a Watchmaker  
 10 – 11 a.m.

10 Tips to Minimize Potential Watch Repair 
Problems 1 – 2 p.m.

How to Properly Change a Watch Battery  
 3 – 4 p.m.

WANT TO VOLUNTEER AT JCK?

If you would like to assist at the AWCI booth, 
your entrance to the show will be free. Con-
tact Daniela Ott for more information: dott@
awci.com or 866-367-2924, ext 303.
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Mix & match your 300         
batteries to receive best price 

on the entire battery order.

Your Horological Source Since 1969 
Tampa, FL

Phone Orders (800) 476-2715
Fax Orders (800) 476-8016

Email: info@LivesaysInc.com
Online Catalog: www.LivesaysInc.com

Prices subject to change without notice.      04/13

A high quality Swiss made wrench features four sets of 
pins for opening a variety of cases. This precision tool 
also features a removable sliding case holder that can 
be adjusted to fit any size case. Made of steel & alumi-
num, it is manufactured to the highest tolerances to as-
sure safe removal of threaded case backs. The removable 
two-prong head allows this case opener to use any of the 
optional Horotec case keys available, such as the Omega 
Seamaster, Rolex® or Baume & Mercier® case back keys.

Note: Livesay’s Inc is no way associated with Rolex®; nor does Livesay’s Inc. attempt to portray itself as an 
agent of Rolex®. The above parts are not manufactured by Rolex® and does not carry any endorsement from 
Rolex® implied or otherwise.

Horotec Deluxe Case Wrench

Stock No. 592.110
$349.60

New Added  
Benefit When You 
Write For The HT!
We’ll provide a digital file of your article for your self-pro-
motion or portfolio.

Now, in addition to paying an “appreciation” fee to authors, 
we will also provide a digital file of your article. It will be in-
side a header that says, “As Seen in Horological Times” with 
the date of publication. You will be able to print a copy for 
your portfolio or to send this as a self-promotional piece, or 
you can place this on your website. However, as always, you 
must obtain permission from AWCI in order to reprint this 
in another magazine. (Usually, we only require that you give 
credit to AWCI for a reprint.)

Please submit your articles by e-mail in Word format. Make 
sure you take print quality digital photos that are photo-
graphed at high resolution (300 dpi). Each photo must be a 
minimum of 1-2 mg in file size, but the bigger, the better. Feel 
free to call us if you have questions.  

“Appreciation Fee” for Articles:
• Book Reviews: $50 and you keep the book
• 1-Page Articles: $100
• 2 + Page Articles: $200 (maximum)

Submit Articles to:

Amy Dunn, Editor, Horological Times

adunn@awci.com    888-367-2924, ext. 307
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Son of a Gun Target Watch 
We’re featuring this watch, to be introduced at BaselWorld, simply 
because it’s hard to take your eyes off it. With this striking design, 
ArtyA takes aim and scores a bull’s eye. The Son of a Gun Target 
wristwatch provocatively demonstrates the predilection of Swiss 
watch designers with firearms. The dial and the bezel represent a 
target, but this time there are no bullets floating around the dial. 
Instead, you’ll find traces of cannon powder mixed with gold leaf. 
The lugs are set with 32 diamonds, creating a truly explosive con-
trast. This horological weapon was created by Yvan Arpa.  

Specifications: 

Movement:  Mechanical automatic, 25 jewels, oscillating weight 
engraved with a target, 42-hour power reserve, water-resistant to 
50 m (5 ATM/165 ft)

Functions:  Hours, minutes and seconds

Case: 316L stainless steel, 47 mm, bezel engraved with a target, 
sapphire crystal and back, lugs set with 32 diamonds (1.00 ct)

Dial: Stainless steel engraved with a target of cannon powder and white gold leaf

Bracelet/Strap: Black crocodile with steel buckle   t

Two New Designs Showing at BaselWorld

Tondo Tourbillon Gioiello Ladies Watch
This marks the first time de GRISOGONO has created a tourbillon specifically for women. The designer touts this 
creation as “diamond sparkle meeting technical excellence.”  The Tondo Tourbillon Gioiello will be the first in a 
watch trilogy of white, black then brown diamond designs. This precise time-keeper, with its luminous mother of 
pearl dial, white diamonds and the elegant curves of its bridges reflects de GRISOGONO’s contemporary ba-

roque design aesthetic at its purest. 

By draping its first watch to house an off-center tourbillon in full set white diamonds, 
de GRISOGONO draws attention to a contrast contained within the design – the con-
trast between high horology and high jewelry. The watch is waterproof to 30 meters 
and has a 72-hour power reserve. With 8.57 carats of white diamonds, including 33 
stones lining the full length of the watch from the sides up to the lugs, the watch has 
exceptional brilliance. The effect is even more intense thanks to a setting method 
called ‘à quatre grains,’ which conceals the metal under the diamonds from view.

A deep black diamond adorns the watch crown. The strap, in white galuchat, anoth-
er de GRISOGONO signature, gives the final touch to this glittering ladies timepiece. 
At the heart of the watch beats a manual-winding mechanical tourbillon movement  
signed by de GRISOGONO. What draws the eye to the Tondo Tourbillon Gioiello is 
the position of the tourbillion cage at 8 o’clock, toying with asymmetry, while draw-
ing attention to the mother-of-pearl dial. The components are polished and shaped 
by hand and the processes all comply with industry expectations of proper horologi-
cal finishes. On the caliber’s underside is an engraving of the Cote de Geneve, while 
the brand name and coat of arms are engraved on the ratchet wheel of the cylinder. 
Polished and encrusted with diamonds, the dauphine hands are white gold.   t
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Witschi Electronic Ag Introduces New 
Lower-Cost Equipment 
Witschi Electronic AG has been the market leader in high-end, high-pre-
cision measuring and testing instruments for the watch industry. Now, 
the 60-year-old company is introducing two lower-cost measuring instru-
ments that will appeal to the watch servicing market and its customers.

With its ChronoLine equipment, Witschi Electronic AG is defining new 
benchmarks in the field of watch maintenance and customer service. These 
appliances distinguish themselves from the company’s other measuring 
equipment in terms of price, design and service points. Shop-in-shop types 
of operations can deliver enhanced service and generate extra income at 
the same time. The ChronoCube for testing mechanical timepieces and the 
ChronoProof watch tightness tester were developed explicitly to address 
these applications. The instruments are easy to operate without requiring 

any technical skills. In servicing envi-
ronments, they give the customer the 
assurance that the watch seals are fully intact after a repair intervention 
or battery replacement. 

This can be an extra source of revenue for the jeweler or the service 
point, and a guarantee for the customer that the integrity of the watch 
has been verified. As an important secondary effect, watch manufactur-
ers also benefit from this professional approach. Even though they are 
affordably priced, the company states the new ChronoLine measuring 
instruments fulfill all of the customers’ quality requirements. 

Witschi Electronic AG has adopted a new distribution method for these 
instruments. They can also be ordered via the company’s online shop. 
Martin Schürch, responsible for marketing and sales, points out: “The 
ChronoLine instruments are deliberately positioned in the lower price 
segment. Small service workshops or watch collectors will only deploy 
them if they are affordable. Our objective was to develop instruments 
that distinguish themselves from complex products which require a back-
ground in electronics.”  For more information see www.witschi.com.  t

Two New Designs Showing at BaselWorld

Knowing how to properly repair watches and clocks saves time - while also generating 

well as your reputation and integrity. Expertise through formal training is available through 
AWCI, and demand is growing! We invite you to learn more about our certi�cation.

American Watchmakers Clockmakers Institute   701 Enterprise Drive   Harrison, OH 45030-1696   866.367.2924

Time is money. 

All available from our website
clocksmagazine.com

=

June 2011, £4.45/US$8.45/AU$10.50

CLOCKS
m a g a z i n e

Established 1977

www.clocksmagazine.com

An Englishman abroad
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Louis Moinet Company Announces Their 
Founder Was Inventor of  the Chronograph

In a press conference held 
on March 21, 2013, Louis 
Moinet, a Swiss manufac-

turer of luxury watches, ad-
vanced the claim that their 
founder was the actual in-
ventor of the chronograph 
in 1815. This is nearly 50 
years before Adolphe Ni-
cole’s patent for a chrono-
graph was filed in 1862.

Louis Moinet—
Could He Be the  
Chronograph’s  
Inventor?

The recent discovery of a 
hitherto unknown timepiece 
is rewriting the history of 
watch development, ac-
cording to the company.  
The watch’s maker, Louis 
Moinet, called it a “compt-
eur de tierces.” According to 
hallmarks on the dust cover, 
this early chronograph was 
started in 1815 and complet-
ed the following year.

This remarkable instrument of an entirely original de-
sign is a work well ahead of his time. It measures events 
to the sixtieth of a second (known in those days as 
a “third” or tierce in French), indicated by a central 
hand. The elapsed seconds and minutes are recorded 
on separate subdials, and the hours on a 24-hour dial.  

The stop, start and reset functions for the central 
hand are controlled by two buttons which qualifies it 
as a chronograph in the modern sense, although the 
term was coined much later. The return-to-zero func-
tion was revolutionary for the time. 

High-Frequency Pioneer

In the 19th century, watchmakers sought to increase 
the precision with which they could measure time by 
increasing the frequency of their watches. By 1820 
the generally-accepted limit was time measurement 
to the tenth of a second.

Moinet’s compteur de tierces (“thirds timer”) was thus 
by far the most precise instrument of its period, mea-
suring time six times more closely than the norm. Moi-
net’s division of time into sixtieths of a second is an-
other historical achievement that places him possibly 
among the great contributors to modern watchmaking.

The chronograph’s balance beats at 216,000 vibra-
tions an hour or at the then unimaginable frequency 
of 30Hz. To put that into perspective, the usual bal-
ance frequency in a modern wristwatch is 28,800 v/h 
or 4Hz. Louis Moinet (according to the firm) should 
be considered the father of high-frequency time mea-
surement. It was not until exactly a century later that 
a watch was made to beat this record.

Setting His Sights on the Stars

Moinet made the timer for an astronomical transit in-
strument, originally mounted for use at sea, that he 
had adapted to track the movement of heavenly bod-
ies from the land. According to a letter he wrote in 
1823, “I came to Paris in 1815 with the sole purpose of 
devising and making a compteur de tierces. The dif-
ficult and seldom attempted realization of this instru-
ment of a new construction, has achieved my purpose 
most satisfactorily.” 

Why did Moinet need such high frequency? He was 
timing the passage of stars, planets and even plan-
etary moons. A frequency of 216,000 v/h imparted 
60 vibrations a second, thus dividing the second into 

industry news
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sixtieths. He made the compteur initially to set 
the precise distance between the crosshairs in 
his telescope, as he describes in his 1848 Traité 
d’Horlogerie:

“This invention came to me during my ob-
servations in the following circumstances. I 
had acquired a small mobile quadrant by the 
famous Borda (maker of the entire circle). This 
instrument, of excellent English manufacture, 
was balanced on rubies, and by an ingenious 
system of counterweights was supposed by 
its maker to be preserved by its own inertia 
from the motion of the ship, and to provide 
at sea observations almost as exact as those 
obtained on land. But the project was not 
successful. Having acquired the instrument 
for another purpose, I added, for terrestrial 
observations, an azimuth circle graduated in 
minutes with a vernier by the late Fortin, two 
intersecting levels, a polished mobile axis and 
a three-footed stand with levelling screws 
and a scale, etc. However the scope’s narrow 
field of vision put the reticule lines very close 
together, and it was to remedy this inconve-
nience of failing to see a line, that I thought up 
the compteur de tierces, which worked very 
well by giving me a precise distance between 
the reticule lines.” (*)

Moinet’s compteur had to function for at least 
24 hours at an energy-hungry frequency to time 
successive transits of a star. To minimize energy 
consumption, his escapement ran on oiled rubies. He 
reported that it had worked very well for a prolonged 
period. 

The Life of Louis Moinet

Louis Moinet was born in Bourges in 1768.  As a child, 
he developed a passion for both watchmaking and art.  
In his early career in Paris, he was appointed Professor 
of the Académie des Beaux-Arts, in the Louvre. Later, 
his love of watchmaking consumed more and more of 
this time.  He was appointed President of the Société 
Chronométrique de Paris, whose membership includ-
ed some of the greatest talents of the era, and whose 
avowed purpose was “the development and encour-
agement of watchmaking, one of the finest sciences 
of the human mind.” Within this setting, he cultivated 
ties with his fellow members including Louis Berthoud, 
Antide Janvier, Joseph Winnerl, as well as Vulliamy, 
who served as the King’s Watchmaker in London.  

Louis Moinet also worked closely with Abraham-Louis 
Breguet acting in the capacity of close friend, confi-
dant and intimate advisor. The greatest men are of-
ten the most modest, and such was Louis Moinet, an 
academic who shared his research with fellow horolo-
gists, rather than a businessman in pursuit of profit.  

In the course of his career, Louis Moinet created some 
extraordinary clocks for such eminent figures of his 
era as Napoleon Bonaparte, the American presidents 
Thomas Jefferson and James Monroe, King George IV 
of England, and  many crowned heads of Europe.

So an interesting question has been raised: Who re-
ally invented the chronograph and when?  It might be 
an invention, like so many others during the industrial 
revolution, where a group of inventors were working 
and sharing ideas on a central focus during the same 
time period—all for the purpose of improving society 
with a better machine.  t
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The Louis Moinet  
Chronograph
Movement  Full plates between four pillars, barrel  
 and fusee 
 Ruby and steel cylinder escapement
 Foliot balance with platinum adjustment  
 weights 
 30-tooth escape wheel
 Flat balance spring with seven coils 
 Six pierced ruby bearings with endstones  
 making a total of 13 jewels with the ruby  
 cylinder
 Made in gilt and frosted brass 
                         
Frequency 216,000 vibrations an hour, 30Hz 

Dimensions Diameter 57.7mm
 Height:  9mm
 Signed on the upper plate: Louis Moinet

Power reserve More than 30 hours
 State of wind indicator visible through an aperture in the dust cover

Case Silver with a rim around the bezel and caseback 
 Bezel with a bayonet fixture
 Hinged dust cover, locked by a threaded stud 
 Four-part semi-bassine case with flat caseband 
 Four hallmarks on the dust cover: 1. Association des Orfèvres de Paris (goldsmith’s guild);   
 2. Master’s mark; 3. Second rooster (Ag 900); 4. Guarantee No 815.
 
Dial Silvered and frosted metal, signed Louis Moinet
 Three subdials on the face:
 Top left:  60-minute counter
 Top right:  60-second counter
 Bottom centre:  24-hour counter                    

Hands Slender, counterpoised centre hand for the 60ths of a second 
 Two identical hands for the seconds and minutes counters 
 An open-tip hand for the hours
 All the hands are in blued steel

industry news

Controls  At 12 o’clock: button to start and stop the  
 chronograph
  At 11 o’clock: button to return the 1/60  
 seconds hand to zero.
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Richemont owns several of the world’s leading luxury companies in the 
�eld of luxury goods, with particular strengths in jewelry, luxury 
watches, and writing instruments.

We are seeking talented and qualified Watchmakers for develop-
ing openings in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, and Dallas-
Fort Worth.

Responsibilities:

 Complete Services (Mechanical, Quartz, Automatic,   
 Chronograph and Movements with Complications)
 Maintenance Services
 Battery Changes
 Diagnosis
 Quick Services
 Dismantling
 Maintain Productivity Goals defined by RNA
 Must have the skills necessary to service all types of 
 watches from basic mechanical and quartz movements 
 to high complications

Qualifications:

 Watchmaker (WOSTEP Certification) or AWCI 21st 
 Century Watchmaker
 5-10 years experience working experience with luxury 
 brands
 Strong attention to detail with the ability to handle 
 multiple tasks
 Ability to work in a fast-paced environment
 Strong diagnostic skills
 Good customer service and communication skills
 Knowledge of the SAP System would be a strong 
 advantage

We offer competitive compensation, benefits, and relocation 
assistance.

To be considered, please submit your resume and profile on 
www.Richemont.com or by fax to 212-759-1857.

Richemont North America

Controls  At 12 o’clock: button to start and stop the  
 chronograph
  At 11 o’clock: button to return the 1/60  
 seconds hand to zero.



affiliate chapter news
Minnesota 
Clockmakers 
guild (MCg)

The MCG March meeting included members showing 
their bushing equipment and sharing methods used 
to locate proper bushing position, reaming holes for 
replacement, pressing in new bushings, and broach-
ing holes to size for new pinions. A number of bush-
ing boxes and holding cans were displayed to illus-
trate how to keep them organized by size. 

Elroy Anderson showed a Webster pivot machine and 
a combination of wood and steel blocks. Garth Antila 
showed a bushing machine made from a modified 
ENCO tapping machine and he also showed a two-
hand operated bushing machine. Rod Widenhoefer 
showed his shop-made bushing tool with wooden 
knob. Richard Zielike demonstrated how he bushes 
barrels in his jeweler’s lathe. Oscar Long shared a set 
of hole-closing punches that can be used for identify-
ing and marking the bushing center location.

As part of “Show and Tell”, Ron Sikkema shared an 
ATO magnetic swinger clock, and took questions on 
lubrication. He finished off his presentation by sharing 
an e-mail from Paul Chandler of Plymouth, Minnesota 
about a grandfather clock built in 1755 and owned by 
his family. Paul inherited the clock in 1983 and has had 
it running, time side only, since then. Not to be out-
done by the men, Susan Wood shared a TELO electric 
light box with white and black light bulbs and ques-
tioned, “What is it?” She showed her Bergeron bush-
ing machine with some additions, and a set of tiny 
taps with an adjustable holder. 

Future MCg Meetings/Topics:
April 4, 2013 – 7 p.m. – DeKalb High School  
 Tower Clock by Elroy Anderson, Hopkins Pavilion
May 3, 2013 - 7 p.m. - Robotics by Mark Rosheim,  
 Hopkins High School
May 4, 2013 - Joint Symposium with MCG/MWCA
May 5, 2013 - Class on Making Clock and Watch  
 Hands by Richard Cox
June 6, 2013 - Sherline Lathe Tips and Fixtures  
 by Jeff Pomeroy
July 13, 2013 - (Saturday) Visit to J.B. Hudson Jewelers

For more information contact:  
Dean Ziegenbein, dpz72@hotmail.com
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Susan Woods shared a set of very tiny taps with an 
adjustable holder to align them square to the plate.

Oscar Long shared a set of 
hole closing punches that 
can be used for identifying 
and marking the bushing 
center location.

Ron Sikkema also shared a set of brass tailstock pivot 
holders used when pivot polishing in a jewelers lathe.

Ron Sikkema shared an ATO 
magnetic swinger clock, asking 
where to lubricate it and with 
what type of oil.

Horological Magazines to Donate!
Kern Schwartz has a number of old publications 
he would like to donate to a new home:  Conover’s 
Clockmakers Newsletter, Horological Times for 
the last 20 years, NAWCC Bulletin for the last 
20-30 years, and 3 notebooks with clock repair 
tips, which include some factory repair booklets. If 
interested contact Kern at kerns@frontiernet.net
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affiliate chapter news
Horological Association 
of Virginia (HAV)   

HAV’s upcoming convention is open to all members, 
spouses and guests. It’s being held May 3-5, 2013 in 
Roanoke, Virginia. Guest speakers at the convention 
are Robert Ockenden, CMC and Tom Schomaker, 
CMW21. Registration will begin Friday evening at 
7:00 p.m. on May 3rd, along with the President’s Re-
ception also on Friday evening. Registration contin-
ues Saturday morning, May 4th from 8:30-9:00 a.m. 
Saturday’s programs run from 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m., 
with an hour for lunch. Tom Schomaker will be pre-
senting a program for the watchmakers, “Tips and 
Techniques for Lowering Delta.”  Bob Ockenden will 
be presenting a program for clockmakers, “Platform 
Escapements.” There is a tool requirement for both 
seminars. 

Saturday evening starts with a social hour and the 
Annual Banquet and Awards Ceremony will be from 
6:00-7:30 p.m. Their Annual Horological Auction 
will take place from 7:30-10:30. On Sunday, Tom 
Schomaker will present “The Correct Installation 
of Watch Power Cells” and “Recognizing Genuine 
Rolex Watches and Their Counterfeits” from 10:00 

a.m.-Noon.  Bob Ockenden will have a lecture and 
discussion of “Chelsea Clock, the Next 100 Years,” 
also from 10:00 a.m. - Noon. After lunch, the Con-
vention adjourns.

Be sure to ask about the fun events 
for the Spouses program! Contact 
Billy Best: 540-797-2357,  
groovemaster2000@juno.com.

CAWCg Auction April 6th: 
Members of the Capital Area Watch 
and Clockmakers Guild are encour-
aged to bring items they are not us-
ing to sell these to other members. 
The auction begins at 10:00 a.m. 
with sign-up at 9:00 a.m. The auc-
tion will be held at the Northwest 

Baptist Church, 6301 Woodrow Ave., Austin, Texas.

Most CAWCG meetings are held at Pok-E-Jo’s Smoke-
house, 2121 Parmer Ln., Austin, Texas.  For more informa-
tion contact: Jay Holloway, jholloway@suddenlink.net.

2013 Program Presenters & Events
April 26th - Gene Galbraith   
May -Pat Holloway    
June -Mary Ellen Bell   
July - Don Bugh
August - Glen Morehead

A W C I  M E M B E R  B E N E F I T

 

 
 

a unique timepiece magazineÊ

3Êyrs/onlyÊ$30
Ê (6 issues)

AWCI Members Save $10!
Regular Subscription Rate $40. 

www.watch-around.com

Subscribers should visit
www.watch-around,com

All payments must
be made via

website.

September -David Douglas
October - Terry Palmer 
November - David Arnold 
December - Christmas Party
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Board of  
Directors
Officers
• President: Manuel Yazijian, 

CMW21 (Director until 2015)
• Vice President: Wesley Grau, 

CMW21 (Director until 2013)
• Treasurer: Henry Kessler  

(Director until 2014)
• Secretary: David Douglas, CW21 

(Director until 2013)

Directors
•  Justin Shiver, CW21  

(Director until 2013)
•  Jordan Ficklin, CW21 

(Director until 2015)
•  Ron Landberg, CW21  

(Director until 2013 )
•  Fred White, CMW21 

(Director until 2014)
•  Michal Blaszczyk, CW21  

(Director until 2014)
•  Tom Nesbit, CW21  

(Director until 2015)
•  Wesley Grau, CMW21 (Affiliate 

Chapter Director until 2013)
• Jason Ziegenbein, CW21  

(REC Director until 2013) -  
*interim director.

• Terry Kurdzionak  
(IAB Director until 2013)

Parliamentarian
Paul Wadsworth

Immediate Past President
Dennis Warner

Committee  
Appointments
AWCI ELM Trustees
• Jack Kurdzionak,  

CW21 Chair 2013
• Paul Wadsworth  

Treasurer 2014
• Dennis Warner,  

CW21 Secretary 2013
• Charles Cleves,  

CMW21 Trustee 2014
• Brad Wellmann,  

CC21 Trustee 2013

Objectives/goals
The AWCI Educational Library 
Museum Charitable Trust was 
organized to aid in the advance-
ment of the art and science of 
horology through activities in 
education. Its purposes are:
1. To lend practical assistance to 

the schools that engage in the 
teaching of horology.

2. To establish and maintain a 
horological library.

3. To establish and maintain a 
horological museum.

4. To encourage and assist stu-
dents in their horological studies.

AWCI Board of Examiners
Wes Grau,  

CMW21, Chief Examiner

Watch Section
1. Tamara Houk, CW21 2016
2. Harold D’Sousa, CW21 2013
3. Mackenzie Nesbit, CW21 2016

Clock Section
4. Jerry Faier, CMC21 2016
5. Jim LaChapelle, CMC21 2013
6. Michael Gainey, CC21 2016

Industry Representative
Herman Mayer

Daniela Ott – Staff Contact

Objectives/goals
Review the current CW21 program, 
make appropriate adjustments to 
streamline the administration and 
assessment process and selection 
of task force by 2/8/13. Restart the 
administration of the CW21 exam 
by June 2013. Work on watchmak-
ing and clockmaking certification 
programs and develop new test-
ing items and new performance 
components for trial in the com-
ing year. Analyze exam results to 
determine educational needs.

ByLAWS: Committees
Article XV
Sec 5 Committees shall perform the 
duties required of them by the By-
laws and policy manual, or assigned 
to them by the Board of Directors, 
the president, or which are included 
in the records of the activities of 
the Standing committees.

Constitutional Committees

Constitution and Bylaws 
Committee
1. Paul Wadsworth (Chair)
2. Jim Door
3. Justin Shiver, CW21
4. Dennis Warner, CW21

Objectives/goals
To consider and report on all mat-
ters referred to the Committee 
specific to the Constitution, Bylaws 
and Policy Manual. Examine the 
Institute’s governing documents and 
concur that their wording is congru-
ent. Create an indexing system for 
the Policy Manual that will ease con-
tent searching now and in the future.

***Create indexing system that is 
linked (anchored) for easier search.
Upload most current version to the 
website.

Finance Committee
1. Henry Kessler, Chair
2. Jack Kurdzionak, CW21
3. David Douglas, CW21
4. Jordan Ficklin, CW21
5. Michal Blaszczyk, CW21
6. Ernest Tope, CMW21

2012-2013 AWCI Committees & Board of directors
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Manuel Yazijian, CMW21 (exofficio)

Keith Rosser CFO – Staff Contact

Objectives/goals
To maintain a strong working rela-
tionship with the Executive Direc-
tor, staff and Board of Directors to 
facilitate its duties as outlined in 
the Constitution, Bylaws and policy 
manual.

Nominating Committee
1. Tamara Houk, CW21  

(Chairperson)
2. Alice Carpenter, CMW,  

CMEW, FAWI
3. Glenn Gardner, CMW
4. Fred White, CMW21

Duties: The committee will nomi-
nate a minimum of 6 and a maxi-
mum of 9 candidates for the annual 
election to the Board of Directors 
per the constitution and bylaws.

Perpetuation Fund
1. Manuel Yazijian, CW21  

(Chair Current President)
2. Henry Kessler,  

Current Treasurer
3. Jack Kurdzionak, CW21 2013
4. Dennis Warner, CW21 2015
5. Tamara Houk, CMW21 2014

Duties: Constitution

Objectives/goals
The Fund trustees along with the 
guidance of a professional invest-
ment advisor shall direct the fund 
strategies as per the Bylaws.

Standing Committees

Ethics Committee
1. Fred White, CMW21 (Chairman)
2. David Fahrenholz
3. Wes Grau, CMW21
4. David Douglas, CW21
5. Judd Wood

Keith Rosser – Staff Contact

Duties: Policy Manual & Ethics En-
forcement Procedures.

Objectives/goals
To review AWCI Code of Ethics, 
make recommendations for changes 
and to establish due process for 
dealing with accused breaches of the 
same and potential methods for set-
tling such disputes. Address breach-
es of ethics and misconduct as 
presented and use the Policy Manual 
& Ethics Enforcement Procedures as 
their guide. The committee to create 
a complaint form to be available to 
members for download. email ad-
dress: ethicscomm@awci.com

Honors and Awards Committee
1. Michael Gainey, CC21 (Chair)
2. Glenn Gardner, CMW
3. Wes Door, CMW, FAWI
4. Bob Ockenden, CMC
5. John Bryant, CC21

Objectives/goals
This committee is responsible for 
making recommendations for special 
awards such as, but not limited to 
AWCI Fellow, Lifetime Achievement, 
Meritorious Service and Outstanding 
Achievement Awards.

Horological Times Committee
1. Jordan Ficklin, CW21  

 (Chairperson)
2. Roland Iverson, CMC
3. Karel Ebenstreit, CMW, CC21
4. Bob Porter, CMW
5. Chip Lim, CMC, CMW, CMEW
6. Ron Landberg, CW21
7. David Fahrenholz
8. Jonathan Edwards
9. Dave Arnold

Amy Dunn – Staff Contact

Objectives/goals
1. Continue to work to increase cir-

culation and advertising revenue.
2. Seek out potential authors for 

magazine articles.
3. Review submitted articles for 

content and accuracy before 
publication.

Marketing Committee
1. Henry Kessler (Chair)
2. Jordan Ficklin, CW21
3. Justin Shiver, CW21
4. Jason Ziegenbein, CW21
5. Richard Livesay
6. Tom Nesbit, CW21

Amy Dunn – Staff Contact

Objectives/goals
Promote the field of watchmaking, 
the AWCI and its “Certified Watch-
maker” and “Certified Clockmaker”
programs, and introduce AWCI’s 
new programs. Make AWCI more 
visible to persons in our industry 
and to the public.
1. To get AWCI, its activities, its 

membership, and what it is doing 
for our industry into the media as 
much as possible.

2. To prepare publicity materials for 
use by our member to promote:

a) their attendance at our educa-
tional programs and conventions

b) their attainment of AWCI certi-
fications

c) their horological based busi-
ness (such as press releases on 
daylight savings time that can 
be customized for their area). In 
conjunction with this they shall 
provide suggestions on how 
the member can use the above 
information.

3. Manage the AWCI “21st Century 
Watchmaker” booth at the JCK 
show in Las Vegas, scheduled for 
June annually.

4. Contact industry associates, in-
cluding watch com-
panies, retail chains, 
watch and jewelry 
repair specialists, 
tool and equipment 
manufacturers and 
distributors to make 
them aware of the 
AWCI Trade Fair 
Booth. They would 
be encouraged to 
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offer time, materials, equipment 
and advertising for this project

5. Review the data from our market 
research questionnaire.

6. Work together with others such 
as the Education Committee 
and Staff members (e.g. AWCI’s 
resident watchmaking instructor 
as well as the Marketing Director) 
copied, to develop a trade show 
seminar that will be presented at 
the next JCK Show in Las Vegas.

7. What can we do to better promote 
the value of the American Watch-
maker/Clockmaker within the retail 
watch and jewelry industry.

8. Henry to oversee for now

Strategic Action Committee
Manuel Yazijian (Chairman) interim
1. Ron Landberg, CW21
2. David Fahrenholz
3. Ernest Tope, CMW21
4. Jordan Ficklin, CW21
5. Tom Chase, CW21
6. Arek Baizerman, CW21

T.D. Hughes – Advisor

Entire Staff – Staff Contact

Duties: Policy Manual

Objectives/goals
Recommend to the Board steps 
that we can take to insure AWCI’s 
future success as the premiere 
horological institution in the world.
Recommend to the BOD and office 
staff, to develop a Strategic Plan 
for the future of the institute.

Convention Committee

Terry Kurdzionak 
(Chairperson & Mistress of Ceremonies)

1. Tom Nesbit, CW21
2. Fred White, CMW21
3. Paul Wadsworth

Objectives/goals
1. To recommend a location for 

the 2014 Annual Convention
2. To implement a welcoming en-

vironment at the convention for 
all attendants

3. To develop a working relation-
ship with the AWCI office team 
in planning and running the 
convention

4. To facilitate awards banquet 
participation

5. Work with IAB to facilitate a ven-
dor fair for the annual meeting

Amy Dunn– Staff Contact

Education Committee

Herman Mayer (Chair)

Clock: 
Herman Mayer, Interim Section Head 
John Bryant, CC21
Wes Cutter, CC21 
Bob Ockenden, CMC 

Watch:
Manuel Yazijian, CMW21 Section 

Head
Matt Hritz, CW21
Justin Shiver, CW21
Mackenzie Nesbit, CW21
Aaron Recksiek

Master Clockmaker Level Volunteers
Jerry Faier, CMC21 
Bob Ockenden, CMC 
Jim LaChapelle, CMC21
Ron Iverson, CMC

Master Watchmaker Level Volunteers
Hermann Mayer
Jason Ziegenbein, CW21

Objectives/goals
The Education Committee’s respon-
sibility is the formulation and imple-
mentation of AWCI’s educational 
programs:
1. Finalize the implementation of a 

Master Level Certification to com-
plement the CW21 certification.

2. Assess the feasibility of, and 
the demand for, a Master Level 
Certification as the next higher 
proficiency level to the CC21  
certification.

3. Promote industry recognition 
for the new Master Watchmaker 
Certification.

4. Assess the feasibility of, and the 
demand for, Watch Technician 
and Clock Technician Certification.

5. Assess the possible risks for the 
profession and the Institute that 
come with involvement in semi-
skilled activities.

6. Assess the feasibility, benefits and 
risks of a regulated apprenticeship 
system as an alternative to full-
time schools to become a certified 
watchmaking professional.

7. Review and make recommenda-
tions for the training offerings 
currently provided by AWCI, 
under the criteria of demand and 
efficiency.

AWCI Member Network 
Committee

Objectives/goals
To establish policy regarding the 
Internet Discussion Forum (AWCI 
Member Network), to moderate 
discussion, and to enforce the Par-
ticipant Rules.
1. Jordan Ficklin, Chairman
2. Justin Shiver
3. Aaron Recksiek
4. Jason Woods
5. Andrew DeKeyser

Tom Schomaker – Staff Contact
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the Website has Important Information About AWCI Educational services:

DISCOVER yOUR WEBSITE Part 4
This series will give you hints and tips on the many services available on www.awci.com.  We have  
recently updated some areas of the website to make managing your AWCI membership easier than ever.

CLICK ON:  Education/Certification Menu Bar

Inside the Continuing Education Schedule, you can see de-
tails on 2013 classes. Below this is information you’ll need to 
sign up, plus helpful advice on travelling to AWCI and more.

To see list of classes right away, click on gold Classes tab

To see all information on Education, click blue bar

New Class Technology shows you how AWCI 
classrooms have been upgraded to the most 
recent in educational technology. 

Under Off-Site Bench Courses, 
our Affiliate Chapters are given 
information on courses they 
can schedule at their local 
meetings for a fee, taught by 
an AWCI instructor.

School Programs (REC) 
describes the different two-
year educational programs and 
gives a list of all Resource and 
Education Council (REC) schools 
with contact info.CLASSES
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for sale

PARTS - CIRCUITS - MOVEMENTS
Including but not limited to calibers 201.001, 210.001, 950.001, 
959.001. We also have parts for ETA, ESA, AS, FEF, FHF, UNITAS, 

FELSA and other calibers. 
bhswatch@gmail.com 

CLOCKMAKINg & MOdELMAKINg BOOKS & dVdS 
by W. R. Smith, 8049 Camberley Drive, Powell, TN 37849. 

Phone 865-947-9671; www.wrsmithclocks.com

gold Pocket Watch Featured in HT
Beautiful condition, heavy 14K gold decorative case, Swiss 

17 ligne, high quality movement by Agassiz & Fils, circa 1885. 
Missing a hairspring. Read more in Nov. HT in Q & A (Q#1 pg. 

32 – 33). Call for pricing: 724-866-7547

Watchmaker/Technician Bozeman, Montana
 CW Certification beneficial but not necessary.

Must be fluent with vintage and contemporary watches. 
Resume/references/inquiry – dave@lastwindup.com

Watchmaker Wanted, NYC 
A legendary watch repair business located in the heart of 

New York City is seeking a watchmaker to work on all major 
brands. Must be proficient in all phases of vintage mechanical 

movements. Experience with ETA mechanical movements 
preferred. Great opportunity to join a long established, 

fast-growing business. Grand Central Station location, state-
of-the-art equipment, very competitive compensation.  

Please contact Steve Kivel at  
stevekivel@yahoo.com or 212-685-1689 x4.  

SEEKINg CW21 IN NEWPORT BEACH, CA
Established watch service company seeking CW21 to perform 
luxury brand watch service and repair. We have all the latest 

equipment. Must be expert in mechanical chronograph move-
ments including Rolex. Competitive salary. Contact:  

albertofrosio@yahoo.com  or 949-650-7777.

Full-time Watchmaker Needed, South Houston, TX
CW21 certification required for luxury independent retail store 

with competitive salary and benefits.  Saturdays required.  Email 
resume to: info@mylewisjewelers.com or call 281-332-8433

RICHEMONT HAS OPENINgS IN 4 CITIES FOR CERTIFIEd WATCHMAKERS
Richemont is seeking talented and qualified Watchmakers 

for opportunities in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, and 
Dallas-Fort Worth. Qualifications include:  AWCI 21st Century 
Watchmaker or WOSTEP certification, 5-10 years experience 

working with luxury brands, and more. Please see page 39 for 
a complete description of these opportunities with Richemont 

North America, Inc.  

Seeking Certified Watchmaker – Las Vegas
Servicing 2 busy repair shops in Las Vegas:

* Need certified watchmaker with excellent communication skills 
* 5-10 years experience and working experience with luxury 

brands  
* Strong attention to detail with the ability to handle  

multiple tasks  
 * Ability to work in fast-paced environment  

* Strong diagnostic skills  
 * Excellent communication skills  

* Instructional abilities
Contact: ffjeweler@gmail.com

Watch Technician - Albany, NY
For nearly a century, Frank Adams Jewelers has lead the jew-

elry industry in New York’s capital city and worked to build 
their family name to become, ‘Albany’s Finest’.  We seek a 

full time watch technician to work in a luxury retail location. 
Our ideal candidate must be proficient in all watch repair 
including Rolex, Cartier and Omega. Interested candidates 

please send resume to kimberly@frankadams.com.

WATCHMAKER NEEdEd, LINCOLNWOOd, IL
Glezer-Kraus Inc. is looking for a Watchmaker whose respon-
sibilities will be, but are not limited to: Quartz overhaul, refin-

ishing and polishing, basic service and estimating.  Contact: 
glezerkraus@sbcglobal.net or fax resume to: 847-673-8052

Order On Line 24/7

 

Timesavers
Box 12700 • Scottsdale, AZ 85267 • USA

Phone: 480-483-3711 • Fax:480-483-6116
info@timesavers.com • www.timesavers.com
Our 172 page illustrated catalog #37 is free online 

or only $5 in North America for a printed copy.

We inventory 1000’s 
of keys, pendulums, 
dials, hands, bezels & 
dial pans, chime rods 
& gongs, clock chain 

& cable, cuckoo parts, 
clock glass, glass 
domes, fasteners, 
verges & wheels, 
barometer parts, 

Atmos style tools & 
material, ultrasonic 

cleaners, mainsprings, 
quartz & mechanical 
movements, electric 

movements, tools, 

products, batteries, 
books, suspension 

springs, clocks, 
cleaning solutions, 
lubricants, & more.  

 
 

 

help wanted

PROgRAM CHAIR / INSTRUCTOR, WATCHMAKINg

OSU Institute of Technology in Okmulgee is currently accepting 
applications for a Program Chair/Instructor for the Watchmak-

ing & Microtechnology program. This person will serve an in-
tegral part in the effort to advance the operations, enrollment, 

marketing, quality and effectiveness of the program.  This 
position also provides instructional support and relief for the 
program’s full-time faculty.  The program is a comprehensive 
degree, designed to graduate high-performance technicians 

to service the luxury watch industry and is closely aligned with 
the high-end watchmaking industry.  Requires watchmaking 

education from an accredited college/university or watch 
manufacturer, or watch vendor training program with a mini-
mum of 5 years of luxury mechanical watch repair experience. 
Non-program specific Bachelor degree or appropriate profes-
sional experience also required.  A background check will be 

arranged through Human Resources.  For a full job description 
and to apply visit http://jobs.okstate.edu.  

Oklahoma State University is an AA/EEO/E-verify employer 
committed to diversity and the hiring of Veterans.
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help wanted 

IMMEdIATE OPENINg FOR CW21 IN HUNTINgTON, NY
Watch repair center needs CW21 for luxury watch repairs. Can 

be full time or part time with flexible hours. Contact  
631-499-8800, maddaloni1870@aol.com.

SEEKINg WATCHMAKER - LIVE & WORK IN SUNNY FL
Seeking seasoned and experienced watchmaker to manage 
and head up watch repair operations. Perform thorough and 

comprehensive physical and mechanical inspections, testing and 
diagnosis of incoming watches for After Sales Service. Perform 
all manner of repairs; maintenance, cleaning and or overhauls 

on watches received at the workshop and maintain a clean, 
neat, organized workshop including the work areas, equipment 

and tools. Long-term position for the right person. E-mail 
resume to HT magazine: adunn@awci.com  

(please insert in subject line: HTwtc)

situations wanted
CLOCKMAKER 

Experienced seeking full time permanent situation. 
For more information contact AWCI at: adunn@awci.com, 

866-367-2924, ext. 307.

tradesmen
Watch Parts Fabrication: 

I make all types of movement parts: Vintage to modern. MATT 
HENNING CW, 413-549-1950 
www.henningwatches.com 

LARRY BLANCHARd, CMW21
At Palmer’s Jewelry 

101 East Sycamore St., Kokomo, IN 46901
Phone (800) 207-1251 • Fax (765) 457-8517 

E-mail: service@palmersjewelry.com
Facebook.com/palmerjewelry

Continuing with service of tuning fork Accutron, vintage 
American and fine Swiss watches.

FENdLEY & COX WHEEL ANd PINION SPECIALIST
1530 Etain Rd.,   Irving, TX 75060

RICHARD COX   972-986-7698 • CMC, FNAWCC, CMBHI
www.fendley-cox.com

MAINSPRINgS
Clock and music box - All sizes.

Custom made. Brass gear blanks.
Timewise (formerly TANI Engineering)

Ph: 330-947-0047, E-mail: twclock08@att.net

HAMILTON ELECTRIC WATCH RESTORATION 
Expert, experienced service on all Hamilton 500 and 

505 Electric watches. René Rondeau, P.O. Box 391, 
Corte Madera, CA 94976, Phone (415) 924-6534    

www.hamiltonwristwatch.com

BEARINgS
We will install our patent pending ButterBearings™ in your 
chain wound movement. These bearings reduce friction by 

over 90% and come with a lifetime warranty. 
For details contact: Butterworth Clocks, Inc. 

5300 59th Ave. W., Muscatine IA 52761 tel 563.263.6759 
fax 563.263.0428 email butterworth@machlink.com

SERVICE/SALES OF TIMINg ANd CLEANINg MACHINES
Vibrograf, L&R, and Watchmaster

Over 15 years experience
Quick repairs & reasonable prices

www.timemachinerepair.com
Dale Sutton 609-374-5880 or service@timemachinerepair.com

dIAL REFINISHINg CO. FAST SERVICE, FINEST QUALITY, 
quantity works welcome. Specialize on changing dial feet 
positions to fit the quartz movement. Send your works to: 
KIRK dIAL OF SEATTLE, 112 Central Avenue North, Kent, WA 

98032; (253) 852-5125

ATMOS SERVICE/REPAIR
Warranty 2 Years Parts & Labor

314-968-1010/877-437-1774, Clockmaster, Inc.  –  Robert Good  
2537 So. Brentwood Blvd.   St. Louis, Missouri 63144WATCHMAKER/TECHNICIAN

30 years experience
Horology School Graduate

Please contact John  
jbuerger25@yahoo.com

DENNIS KAYE
108 Corgy Drive  •  Cary, NC 27513

888-363-9510 • 540-SERVICE
Porcelain Dial Restoration

Watch  •  Pocket Watch  •  Clock
Platform Escapement Repair

Atmos Parts & Service
400-Day Clock Repair

Kundo Coil / Electric Clock Service
Prompt Reliable Service . . . Guaranteed™

Large Supply of Watch Movements & 
Parts for LeCoultre, Wittnauer & Longines

Call Us or Visit dialrepair.com

LASER WELdINg REPAIR
Reconstruction of watch cases,  bands (gold and two tone),

 antique mountings, welding, cracked or broken clock arbors,
hands and other metal parts.  All aspects of jewelry repair.     

Joel Lefaive (520) 579-8668 
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ANNOUNCING NEW 2013 
CLASSIFIED POLICY

AWCI will hold our HT classified advertising 
fees to the same rates and minimum schedule 
as last year. The only element that is chang-
ing is the preferred form of payment. We 
request that you put all classified advertis-
ing on a credit card. We accept MasterCard, 
Visa, American Express and Discover.  If you 
require a physical invoice and 30-day terms, 
your rates will be higher due to the additional 
costs incurred in labor, supplies and carrying 

charges.

HT Classified Rates for 2013:

For Credit Card Payments…  
• $1.10 per word and $1.50 per bold word 
• Classified “Display” ads with art/borders: 
 $47.50 per col. inch (2.25” wide) 
• Color – additional $15.00 per ad
• Blind ads – additional $15.00 per ad

For Paper Invoicing…
• $1.20 per word and $1.65 per bold word
• Classified “Display” ads with art/borders:
 $52.25 per col. inch (2.25” wide)
• Color – additional $16.50 per ad
• Blind ads – additional $16.50 per ad

Minimum Schedule: 3-Month Minimum 
Advertising studies show it takes over 3 
viewings for readers to recognize specifics in 
your ad. 

Deadline:   50 days before first of month for 
month you plan to run
Example:  If you want your ad to run in June, 
have your ad text or artwork to us by April 
12th.   Note:  If you place a recruitment ad on 
the www.awci.com Career Center as a combo 
online/HT ad, there’s no need to resend the 
ad to us. The website system is automatic.

To Place Your Ad Contact:
Sandy Eichert, 866-367-2924, ext. 302, 
seichert@awci.com



classified adsclassified ads
wanted to buy

WANTEd TO BUY 
Want to buy good used watch cleaning machine. Ultrasonic 
option not mandatory. Contact info with pictures to Richard 

at QLTYWATCH@aol.com. Located in Southern California. 

WE BUY WATCHES
Rolex, Patek, Cartier, LeCoultre, Vacheron, Breitling, Aude-

mars, Tudor and others. Modern or Vintage.  
Doug Giard, 586-774-3684

WANTEd: USEd SILVER OXIdE BATTERIES
Payout: $60/lb. and up for used silver oxide batteries. Free 

secured shipping & pickup. Payment issued immediately. You 
can DONATE all or portion of EARNINGS TO AWCI’S ELM TRUST 

as tax write off. For details contact:  info@batterybuyers.com  
800-764-7458 • www.batterybuyers.com

Wanted: Chronograph Movements and Parts
Paying for Valjoux 69,72,88 up to $800.00, Venus 178 $300, 
Longines 13 ZN, 30 CH $500.00, Movado 90,95 $300.00. Also 
buying high-grade movements and parts. Dean Sarnelle, 25 

W. Beverley St., Staunton, VA 24401,  
1-866-877-8164, onceuptime@aol.com.

$$WANTEd ANYTHINg$$
Rolex - Cartier - Patek - Breitling- Panerai - Le Coultre

Vacheron - AP - Etc.
Watches, Boxes, Dials, Links, Parts, Bands, Movements, 

Crystals, Bezels, Crowns, Clocks, Signs, Posters, Catalogs, 
Instruction Books, Polish Cloths, Wallets, Hats, Shirts, Promo 

Items, ANYTHING! 
doug giard, 586-774-3684

WANTEd WATCH BOXES
Buy - Sell - Trade

We want most major brands. Also buying high-end jewelry 
brand boxes. doug giard, 586-774-3684

TOP PRICES PAId 
for karat gold scrap (any amount)! Also, buy filings, gold fill, 

sweeps, silver, platinum! Immediate 24-hour payment return 
mail! Ship insured/registered mail to: AMERICAN METALS COM-
PANY, 253 King St., Dept. HT, Charleston, SC 29401. Established 

1960. Phone (843) 722-2073 

HAMILTON 505 BALANCE COMPLETES WANTEd
Paying $20 each. Must have good coils/hairsprings. Worn-out 
contacts okay. René Rondeau, PO Box 391, Corte Madra, CA 

94976. rene@rondeau.net. WANTED!
Entire Watch Collections

Scrap Watchbands
Gold-Filled Cases & Scrap

Gold, Silver & Platinum Scrap

Call Toll Free 1-800-208-2608
Visit our website for more information 

www.specialtymetalsrefiners.com

Specialty Metals
2490 Black Rock Tpke.

Fairfield, CT 06825
203-366-2500 - Local
800-884-7966 - Fax

sales@specialtymetalsrefiners.com
Member: Jewelers Board of Trade

ROLEX PARTS WANTED 
Buying genuine Rolex 

crowns,crystals,bracelets,dials and parts,new 
or vintage. Also buying Rolex dealer catalogs 
and displays. Email sales@pduggan.com or 

call 617.742.0221

BUYERS

Get $60 lb—And UP!
For Used Silver Oxide Batteries

Earnings can go to AWCI’s ELM Trust (if desired).

FREE SECURED SHIPPING/PICK UP  
PAYMENT ISSUED IMMEDIATELY

877-670-7799 
info@watchbatterybuyers.com  •  watchbatterybuyers.com

BUYERS

Buying Gold-Plated Watchbands $20 lb. & Up!
Gold filled $100 lb & up to $500 lb .Chains excluded.

 Earnings can go to AWCI’s ELM Trust (if desired).

FREE SECURED SHIPPING/PICK UP 
PAYMENT ISSUED IMMEDIATELY

877-670-7799 
info@watchbatterybuyers.com  •  watchbatterybuyers.com

 Repair | Restoration

All Brands · Warranteed Work · Free Estimates
Mention Code HT2011 and Enjoy 15% Off

chelseaclock.com | 800 284 1778 

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT SERVICE
We are Factory Authorized Service for:

•  Greiner VIBROGRAF
•  TICK-O-PRINT & L&R

We service all makes of ultrasonics, all makes of watch rate 
recorders, and related equipment. 25 years experience.

190 Deepstone Drive  San Rafael, CA 94903
Used Equipment Bought & Sold

For Information
(415) 479-8960

www.electronicinstrumentservice.com

G F Specialties
1-800-351-6926
P.O. Box 170216

Milwaukee, WI 53217
www.gfspecialties.com

We also fit glass crystals to 
Openface, hunting, and English 

chain drive watches.
Complete watches, dials,

movements, case springs for sale

ATTENTION  RETIREd  WATCHMAKERS
Call us before you sell your parts, tools, and watches. We have 
helped over 200 watchmakers in the last 15 years to dispose of 
their accumulations. When you’re really ready to sell, we’re 
ready to buy! Phone (229) 928-9092 or (727) 327-3306. Ask 
for Jeff or Nancy. E-mail: jeffnancy@mchsi.com

Creating Solutions

  

WATCH MATERIAL  
DISTRIBUTORS

Please call us if you are interested 
in selling your business.  
All replies confidential.

Contact Dan Cassedy
Cas-Ker Co. (513) 674-7700

LIKE US ON  
FACEBOOK ! 
American Watchmakers-
Clockmakers Institute

services

www.facebook.com/My AWCI
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Officers

Manuel Yazijian, CMW21: President
myazijian@awci.com

Wes Grau, CMW21: Vice President
Affiliate Chapter Director
wgrau@awci.com

Henry Kessler: Treasurer
hkessler@awci.com
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Dennis Warner: President
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WE THANK THE IAB
AWCI would like to thank our Industry Advisory Board members for their ongoing support of the Institute and the industry.
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